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. By GAIL BURRIS 
Texan Staff Writer " 
Investigation into University minority 
programs started Monday with the arrival 
of a five-member team from the regional 
Office of Civil Rights of the U.S.Depart-
ment of Health, Vacation and Welfare. 
Charges of racial discrimination were 
filed independently with the DalJ|t§.t{!]SW 
regional office by three^groups. 
in$ 
benefits to sjudentsoiran equal basis and j&nd^supporV student services, housing, 
if th6 University is taking affirmative "employment and athleticiCr" • 
steps to correct the present effects of past,..^ 1,1? 
discriminations," Ms. Williams said. • Kress said he filed the complaint last 
hrouglv'Friday 
Student Government President"' 
Kress, the Black Caucus of the Texas 
Legislature and the GI Forum, a chicano 
organization, requested the investigation. 
"We're here to review and investigate 
the allegations. We will examine data we 
requested from the University and inter-
student leaders of various organizations,' 
Sandra Williams, head*of the investigative 
y«am, said. " ' .7: 
ji* "Our basic goals are to see if the 
Unive|pity is offering all the services and 
The group will be here through Friday in 
Main Building 206, for anyone wishing to 
provide information or lodge complaints. 
The team will report its findings to the 
University. "If we find discrimination, 
we'll make recommendations on how to. 
correct them," Ms. Williams said. 
She said HEW would ask 
from the University within 
time. "The ultimate sanction 
would be to take away 
However, ours is a procedure of negotia^7 " ?K 'II 
tion —.we would set up meetings and 
minated," Ms. Williams explained. rect present 
She estimated the University receives. _ Ms. Williams said the team would con-
$12 million yearly in HEW funds. duct numerous interviews during the week 
The investigation will cover such arfeas with 
as recruitments, admissions, financial aid all areas; of student life. 
fta complaints filed with H£W "called 
to our attention the low enrollment and 
employment figures (of minorities) at the 
University," she explained. 
One of the complaints cited 1973 enroll­
ment figures of 412 blacks and 1,792 
Spanish-suirorn^ 
body of fM-'-SS'; 
, . University Vice-President Lorene 
He said the lawi^ires"mdrethaff mitr Rogers who has generally been responsi­
ble for the minority affirmative action 
program on campus, is coordinating the 
g r o u p ' s  v i s i t .  • ' ' '  
. •,}, The team mWwlth Dr. ^efs Monday 
.,. for an oiganizational meeting. At that 
ctober because — "we've been trying all 
year to get the University to correct dis­
crimination here. We concluded we'd have 
to go outside to a federal agency to gtt 
something done,'1 
On'the valldl^r of ttie' complaints, she 
said, "We have done everything we could, ,<£ 
for minorities within financial restraints^ 
We have worked very hard to recruit^ 
minority students and make things as- ts. 
comfortable as possible when they get • 
here." -
She said the major problem is a lack ofCtSf 
financial support. Last month"the Universal 
sity System regents set aside $400,000 
from the Available Fund to use over afei 
four-year period to attract minority'^ 
students to the University, v. -i|J 
"However, most of the money conwdFf 
from the Legislature, which over the past-
I Tf? 
t affirmative action to cor 
research. 
J|pThe bad thing about these complaints 
is that it takes a long time and much -
money to respond to requests for data and 
other information. It is hard on the mstitu-
allocate funds for minority students," Dr.T 
Rogers said. « 
Ms. Williams said the investigative^ 
team will probably return sometime in 
mid-March to finish its Work. :h 
The long climb up the hill... 
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Twelve Pages wmw-mi 471-4591 
Nixon Rejects Resignation, Impeachment 
* * ^ A l* * ** »% • . * ^ ryTTi- -- " 9~ - ' -
Gasoline Rationing,;Pr|ce Rollbacks Sa 
11 
Avoidable 






WASHINGTON (AP) — President Nixon said 
Monday night "I do not expect to be impeached," 
and renounced resignation as a step he said would 
threaten the survival of the presidency itself. 
"It is vitally important in this nation that the 
presidency of the United States not be hostage to 
what happens to the popularity of a president at one 
time or another,'- he told a nationally broadcast 
news conference. 
So, while he forecast Republican successes in the. -
1974 congressional elections, Nixon repeated his 
vow that he will never resign, even if GOP can-, 
didates face the prospect of wholesale defeats, y 
One of the prime problems is the energy crisis, 
which, with Watergate, impeachment and the 
ecortomy, were major topics of the 38-minute news 
conference. 
Nixon said he believes gasoline rationing can be 
avoided, but threatened to veto an emergency 
energy bill now in Congress because of its price 
rollback provisions. 
He said the Administration 'twill noi; stand byand 
allow a recession to occur." Nixon conceded that > 
inflation remains a nagging problem but said he ex­
pects the economic picture to improve in the second 
half of the year. 
The President disclosed that he had declined on 
constitutional grounds a request from special 
prosecutor Leon Jaworski that he testify before a 
grand jury. 
He said he offered to answer questions in writing 
or to meet with Jaworski personally, but the special 
prosecutor did not want to proceed in that way. 
In response to a question as to whether his in­
terest in ending the Watergate matter would be 
served by a full impeachment trial, Nixon said: 
"Well, a full impeachment trial in the Senate un­
der our Constitution comes only when the House 
determines that thtere is an impeachable offense. It 
is my belief that the House after it conducts its in­
quiries will not reach that determination. I do not 
expect to be impeached.'5||5?^-S-^-^fS^S^^ 
It would take majority vote of. the House to im-
si 
peach Nixon, thus sending any charees aga ii ?hittF^ 
mmi^mi •«f\i ft 
con-
to the Senate for trial. In the Senate, a two-thirds 
vote would be required to convict him and remove 
him from office. 
Discussing energy problems, Nixon said he ex-
pects the Arab oil embargo will be lifted but did not 
say when that might happen. 
He noted that Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger's mission to the Middle East is aimed at ' 
disengagement of Arab and Israeli forces on the 
Syrian front and said that would have a positive 
effect in seeking an end to the embargo. 
While Nixon said the immediate petroleum crisis 
has passed* he added repeatedly that the problem 
remains. ^ 
"I now believe confidently that there is much 
better than an even chance that there will be no 
need for gas rationing in the United States." the 
President said. 
He acknowledged that the jgasoline shortage ^ 
remains severe, particularly in the East, and said 
gpsteps to deal with that if necessary; 
0.; Nixon said he believes the waiting lines at gas^f 
.pline stations will be alleviated by spring or 
^summertime. 
Nixon added that his attorney, James D. St. Clair|| 
now is negotiating with Judiciary Committee1 ' 
counsel John Doar. "Whatever eventually isrflj 
/ arranged which will win prompt resolution of this^H 
matter I will cqoperate with," he said. . 
But, responding to another question, he cited T 
other guidelines: the arrangements must protect 51 
the confidentiality of White House documents, must 4 
not jeopardize the rights of any defendants ifnd.fX 
must not impair the prosecution. •" - ; '/j 
k But White House officials consistently haVe 
• refused to discuss a key element of the Watergate 
i controversy — questions surrounding White House 
tape recordings of Nixon's Watergate-related con? 
versations. 
They cited an order by U.S. Dist. Judge John Jp! 
.c Sifica forbidding principals in the controversy from 
ii 
M 
the federal etell^TBee^'prefrak1^ to take further ^fObiidy .discussing the issue^ 
Then off the jiJimp into the 
_ _ ,-air -
WASHINGTON (AP) - Herbert W. 
Kalmbach, a corporation lawyer who 
handled President Nixon's personal legal 
affairs, pleaded guilty Monday to two 
charges stemming from his political fund-
raising in 1970. 
One count was a technical violation of 
the Federal Corrupt Practices Act. The 
other accused Kalmbach of promising an 
ambassador a better post in return for a 
$100,000 contribution. ' 
Kalmbach could be Sentenced to a max­
imum three years and $11,000 on the two 
charges. 
In return for the guilty pleas and Kalm-
bach's pledge to testify against others, the 
government promised not to prbsecute 
him in the Watergate coverup or in future 
political contributions pases. 
The 52-year-old Kalmbach admitted to 
the Senate Watergate Committee last year 
that he raised $220,000 that was then pass­
ed to the defendants in the Watergate 
break-in. But he denied any knowledge 
that the money was 
spirators' Silence. 
The charges to which he pleaded con­
cern fund-raising activities 4nFi97(^when 
Republicans were making a major effort 
to elect GOP senators and represen­
tatives. 
Assistant Special Watergate Prosecutor 
Charles Ruff told in court about a com­
mittee, established in March,. 197Q, by 
three members of the staff of the Presi­
dent, /to raise and distribute campaign 
funds!; 
Riffi said Kalmbach raised $2.8 million 
in pllfflges for the committee out of a total 
$3.9 ihillion distributed "for the purpose of 
influencing the election of candidates of 
the Republican Party" in 19 states. 
J The committee referred to apparently 
was a once-secret fund-raising effort call­
ed "Operation Townhouse" and run by 
former White House aide Jack A. Gleason. 
The Washington Star-News said the 
operation was run from within the White 
House by then chief of staff H.R. Haider-
man. Y 
-• Ruff said Kalifibach "gave reports to 
White House staftmembers and a former 
staff membfer," without identifying them 
by name. The $3.9 million, he told Chief 
U.S. Dist. Jiidge John J. Sirica, "was dis­




with members of the White House staff." 
The second dtarge against Kalmbach, a 
One count against Kalmbaeh^ a- felony ^- misdemeanor carrying a maximum one-
carrying a maximum two-year prison year prison sentence and $1,000 fine is that 
term and $10,000 fine, charges he worked he promised "an appointment as United 
fff the committee which was operating States Ambassador to a European coun-
without an elected chairman and try" to J. Fife Symington Jr., in return for 
treasurer as requited by law at the time, a $100,000 contribution. 
Cloudy r. . 
Increasing cloudi-
- ness and warmer 
^-temperatures are 
forecast for Tuesday.^ 
-The high Tuesday will^f 
;:;be in the mid-60s and}^ 
ijthe low Tuesday nigh# 
in the upper 40s. 
WTO 
t 
. * * «  
~T«m iNN mb bf ItayM WH -
&nd l̂ b«jrr^Chcirlesjsails 
away. . ... . 
Napoleon's hair is missing 
from the "Collection of Hair" by 
Leigh Hunt in the University's 
Humanities Research Center 
Reading Room. 
Howeyer, the locks of George 
Washington, Henry Lee, Robert 
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning, John Milton, John 
Keats, Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
Samuel Coleridge and William 
Wordsworth can be seen t^nd 
touched. 
, Hunt's collection is part of 
Mrs. Miriam Lutcher Stark's 
collection of books and 
manuscripts which was given to 
the University Rare Books 
"collection in 1£25.' ' «.•'' 
Hunt (1784-1859) was ah 
English theologian, poet, 
sayist and biographer. 
A librarian in the Humanities 
Research Center did not aeem 
too upset Monday over the miss­
ing hair treasure, however, j ; 
Apparently Napoleon'« toeks 
were not in the appropriate 







ent Senate positions-^ 
_ jshould turn in a 25-line|| 
^typewritten platform f| 
Jto The Daily Texan ofrjj 
.fice by 5 p.m. Wed-%1 
nesday. Presidential:?! 
and vice-presidential 
and senator at-largeff 
and University Co-Op^ 
Board candidates#! 
have unti l  5 P-m-S 
-Thursday. Senator at JHl 
Yrlarge and Co-Op can­
didates can. have 34-
line platforms—while 
presidential and vice-^ 
presidential candid-H! 




^^Phone booth stuffing, goldfish 
"Wallowing, flagpole sitting, panty 
^aiding ..^and now.atreaking,.. 
"I want to report the first streak 
Of the -year,", .said an lini^PntifiPd 
9 iis lots of locks, but Napoltfcn's were parted .from collection in 1925. 
caller to the Texan office. 
m A ".streak" is a dash acro^ Mm-
pus or other public place in the nude. 
Av^/SHe reported' he. and six Hither 
males ran arpiiikf'^tiie east wing <)(" 
Jester Center in. ttie nude Monday 
_ ~ night. TT»e Texan later received 
several calls from. Jester residents 
who saw a group of naked men run-
A5ing ground the dorm. -
- _ ; An Ass6ciated Press story from " 
' Gainesville, .Fla. reported that a 
University of Florida college stu­
dent arrested for streaking said an . 
anonymous donor would give $200 to 
a drug treatment center if students 
can complete 12 successiv&streate 









Panel Reviews I 
Rape xHo? Line' I 
- for rape victims, the 
trauma of being'interrogated 
often is more severe than the 
: rape itself, and professional 
counselors offer limited help. 
. • The Student Government 
Women s Affairs Committee 
is trying to establish a "hot .Mp. 
Brapkenridge Hospital has 
the capacity to perform cer­
tain kinds of abortions, but an 
Austin doctor must give per­
mission before they can be 
v'-l»erfprjniBfep^^'i|^p|^s^^ 
The Studfeht"Healih Center 
offers no abortion service,, but 
it does have a gynecologist. 
In other action, the comr 
mittee applauded University 
President Stephen Spurr's 
: Dec. 24 suggestion to the 
Athletic Council that blanket 
taxes be raised $2, providing 
funds for women's athletics. 
The additional money would 
-V the West Mall Office Building, finance a fulltime associai 
committee aaiq>ersonBar^^ interc^iegiate 
& bara Cohen said Monday 
v r 
w. ; 
line" where rape victims can 
contact women who have been 
raped for counseling and 
reassurance before calling the 
police. .. .s . « 
If the new service is es-
it probably will 




\K Psychological Service through 
The committee is recruiting 
a gynecologist willing to per-
> form abortions in the Austin 
area. she said. 
a th le t ics  to  develop 
women's program. 
Spurr also said a woman 




Ideas and Issues Committee 
' . presents 
"Television News In Austin" 
with 
Doug Matthews of KTVV 
Richard Good man of KVUE 
Joe Roddy of KTBC 
Tuesday, Feb. 26 Union 104 
12 noon Sandwich Seminar ^ 1 . ^ ^ ^ ^ • 
-L 
ARTS & CRAFTS CENTER 
SPRING CRAFTS CLASSES 
Pottery on the Wheel „ 
Handbuilding Pots in Stoneware 
Glyptics—Ornamental Carving 
in Limestone 





Basic Film Developing^and Printing 
REGISTER FEBRUARY 25-MARCH 9 
12 noon - 9:30 p.rfip r"' 
ARTS & CRAFTS CENTER UNION 333 
For more information call 
471-3616 
FOR THOSE OF VDU WHO 
MISSED THE GREAT 
DEPRESSIONS BRING 
YOU ONE OF ITS'NICEST I 
FEATURES. ..THE 
CUP OF 
FROM 7P̂ il 10:30pm 
WE WANT EVERYONE 
TO SEE OUR BEAUTI­
FULLY REDECORA­
TED INTERIOR & 
FASTER THAN 
EVER SERVICE 




• 2809 SAN JACINTO I 
MAI PH MOHfl  AND Ht 'STAUHAN 
PS By JUAN CAMPOS$i' 
" The Graudate Studies Cohi-
mi t tee  of  the  Foreign 
Language Education ~ Center 
(FLEC) has approved revi­
sion of the master of arts 
degree in foreign language 
education requirements. Dr. 
George Blanco, program ad-
, viser for bilingual education, 
said Monday.. 
"The main thrust -of the 
program is in Spanish-English 
bilingual education," he said, 
Bilingual Education EncOuta 
adding students:could choiose 
other cultural group concen-
trations. 
Students haver two com-" 
ponents to choose from. The 
first is the education compo­
nent ,  whic .h  requires  a  
minimum of 12 hours in 
courses  re la ted  to  
bilingualism, bilingual educa­
tion and language reaching," 
Blanco said. "The second is 
the academic specialization 
component, which requires a 
By LIZ SWEET '.1 .. 
Members of the Graduate 
Assembly Monday approved 
an addi t ion to  current  
regula t ions  concerning 
membership in the graduate 
faculty. 
The addition would allow 
the Graduate Studies Com­
mittee by majority vote to ad­
mit to the.graduate faculty 
any individual  who i s  
promoted or appointed to rank 
of  ass is tant  professor ,  
associa te  professor  or  
professor  and • who i s  
associated with the graduate 
program. - «•. 
Current ly ,  ass is tant  
professors can only become, 
associa te  members .  An 
associate or full professor, 
however, may be nominated 
for  membership  to  the  
graduate  facul ty  by the  
depar tmenta l  gradu.a te  
studies committee and ap­
proved for membership by the 
Executive Committee of the 
Graduate Assembly. ; - - , 
"This new procedure opens 
the  way for  ass is tant  
professors  to  become 
members of the graduate 
faculty without special dis­
pensation," Dr. DeWitt Red-
dick,  Jesse  H.  Jones  
Professor ofJournalism,said. 
Dr. Tom Griffy, Professor 
of Physics, who introduced 
the proposal, said it will 
provide flexibility for the 
Graduate Studies Committee. 
In  o ther  business  the  
assembly approved a propos­
ed new concentration in art 
administration under the 
master of fine arts program. 
The assembly also elected 
Jurgen Schmandt, professor 
of public affairs, to fill a va­
cant Graduate Assembly seat,. 
Schmandt will temporarily 
replace  Jared Hazel ton,  
associate professor of public 
affairs, on leave in Trap. 
Studtman's 
Photo Service 





Quick^ Reliable Service 
minimum of 12 hours in such 
courses as linguistics, psy-
chology_aiidJereigiL language 
skills.;, 
"We' re  encouraging in­
dividuals who have at least six 
hours of advanced education 
courses and an undergraduate 
degree in Spanish to look at 
this program," Blanco said. 
-Blanco sa id  he  fee ls  
chi ldren wi l l  be  the  
beneficiaries of the bilingual 
program. "In Texas we have a 
great number of children who 
speak Spanish: The new 
Senate Bill 121 says if 20 
children on the same grade 
level have a deficiency in the 
take  a  bi l ingual  educat ion 
program by September of 
1974," he said, 
jHe said this new'program 
stresses the point of quality 
education for all children. "It 
would show the children it is a 
strength to come to school 




Divine Spark 1 
By Zodiac News Service 
The Royal Academy in 
Stockholm has filed a formal 
protest over an advertisement 
in Sweden which features 
Michelangelo's famous pain­
ting of Uie creation of Adam. 
In the ad in question, the 
Lord is not giving Adam the 
divine spark: instead, he is 
handing the world's'first man 
a pair of blue jeans. 
Under Swedish copyright 
laws, reproductions of works 
of art in advertisements are 
prohibited. The academy has 
voted unanimously to take'ac-*. 
tion against the makers of Uie 
blue jeans and the ad agency 
responsible for the advertised 
ment. 
«* • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • *  
ssfAnother program change in­
volves the language proficien-
cyvrequirement. StudentsJiad 
beeX required to  show 
proficiency in Danish by tak­
ing the Modern . Language 
Associa t ion ^Spanish  
Proficiency Examination. ; t 
"•Now s tuddqts  may 
demonstrate their proficiency^ 
in Spanish on assigned topics 
as shown by a tape recording 
and a written composition, or 
other evidence acceptable to 
the Graduate Studies Com­
mittee in FLEC," Blanco 
said. "We feel this will be a 
better indicator of how 
proficient a student is in 
<- j j t, f ^ •' 
OKsLaw 
The Texas Stlident Publications executive committee 
Monday recommended that Peregrinus, the University 
laW school yearbook, BealTowedloresumfe publicatioirin 
1975. ' 
The yearbook has not been published since 1972. 
Final action must; still be taken by the full TSP Board. 
The board also must*approve a budget for the revived 
publication. 
Law student Mote Baird presented results of two polls 
showing law students were interested in reviving 
Peregrinus. Lack of student support caused the discon-
t i n u a n c e  o f  t h e  y e a r b o o k ;  r ' .  5 t * *  M  
Under the plan approved by the committee, the 1975 
Peregrinus would have about 140 pages and wpuld cost^ 
per  copy.  Individual  p ic tures  would  be  f ree .  ' r  - '  
The Law School Foundation will pay any salaries tor 
editor or staff members, Baird said. The committee also 
suggested that a part-time editorial supervisor be ap-
I 
& v^;' 
Recordings To Protect Citizens 
Officer Protection System (OPS), a device 
that permanently records all conversations 
between officer and subject during regular in­
vestigations, is available for demonstration to 
the Austin Police Department by" the Austin 
Human Relations Commission, Joe Lung, com­
mission chairman, said Monday night. 
Lung said that OPS recordings made during 
an arrest would leave no doubt if the subject 
was i 
arresting officer. 
The OPS system consists of a pocket-size FM 
transmitter, designed t# be worn by the in-, 
vestigating officer, and a six-channel VHF 
" receiver with cassette tape recorder, both of 
which are permanently installed in the trunk of 
the officer's vehicle, he said. 
"The Human Relations Commission tries to 
serve as a liaison between citizens of the com^ -
munity, who have legitimate complaints' 
against other people or groups in the communi­
ty, and the people about which they complain," 
Mrs. Connie Moreno, former commission 
chairperson, said. ^ -
Mrs. Moreno said cases involving alleged 
pol ice  bruta l i ty  have in tens i f ied  the  need for  
some means of verifying complaints. ~ 
"Unless the police department authorizes 
questioning, the commission cannot question 
policemen involved. Police representatives 
must be present to direct policemen as to 
which questions they can answer from the. 
commission. In .truth, the commission only has 
the power to discuss, to listen and to advise," 
she said. 
Land Use Seminar Set 
20% 
Discount • 






• Amster Music • 
• 1624 Lavaca J 
•••••••••••••••••a* 
Two land development ex­
perts from Washington will be 
in Austin Thursday and Fri­
day to take part in a seminar 
on economic development and 
land use planning sponsored 
by the Lyndon Baines Johnson 
School of Public Affairs. 
John,  M.  Her i tage ,  a  
speechwriter for former Vice-
President Hubert Humphrey 
and now U.S. Sen. Gaylord 
Nelson's legislative director, 
has  been responsible  for  
organising efforts such as 
Earth Day 1970. 
An industrial land use plan­
ning consultant, Dr. Dorothy 
Muncy, helped alleviate tran­
sit problems in Washington by 
designing a beltway which 
routes traffic around the city. 
Heritage will speak at 9:15 
a.m. Thursday on "Land Use 
Planning — The Emerging 
National Interest." 
Dr. Muncy's address on 
"Land Use Planning and Ac-
UT STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS PRESENT 
SPRING BREAK IN 
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY: 
MERIT TRAVEL 
THE PROGRAM INCLUDES: 
• Round trip Jit Airfare San Antonio - Acapulco 
• Six Nights Accomodations 
• Open Bar Beach Forty 
• Passes to famous Acapulco Night Ckibs 
• Transfers to and from Hotel 




STUDENT GOV'T. TOURS 





for men and women 
(one per customer,' please) 
478-8724 
607 W. 28th 
commodation of Economic 
"•Development" is scheduled 
for 10:30 a.m. Friday. 
Other speakers wiU include 
Richard G. RuBino, professor 
of urban and regional planning 
ah Florida State University, 
economist Jarvin Emerson of 
Kansas State University and' 
Dr. Terry D. Kahn, University 
ass is tant  professor  of  
architecture. 
State Rep. Bill Clayton of 
Springlake and Land Com­
missioner Bob Armstrong 
also will participate, examin­
ing land use planning in Tex­
as. 
, The seminar, the third in a 
series on economic develop­
ment will be held at the Joe C. 
Thompson Conference Center. 
Austin is the site for the 
seminar  because  of  " the  
success of previous seminars 
held here," one research 






That You Should 
Know About? 
Gulf States Utilities Company 
will interview'BBA candidates 
(Emphasis on Accounting) 
Feb. 27,1974 - School of 
Business Placement Center 
«nr«nMvinvtim#< 
V"1 <Vl II l̂ u ; 
Plants 
2301 Hancock (Down from the Americana Theater) 
open 10-7 7 days a week 




CREDIT BY EXAM 
Will be available: 
TUES FEB. 26—FRI., MARCH 1 
11 A.M. - 3 P.M. 
ACADEMIC CENTER LOBBY 
To students who: 
: t'J Took placement tests on Campus Jan. 7-11 
\sm 
| < [^es" y°u as " focal merchant should try ft at teast once. Advertise in PEARL PEARL, < 
' m the monthly magazine supplement to the Daily Texan, offers you excellent readership* ' 
k and circulation among the Student/faculty market We're sure you will find it welt 
tworth your while—so do it at least once—Advertise in Peari and see the results yourself. N 
(2) Took CEEB Achievement Tests and entered 
as new freshmen Jan., 1974 
.Results and petitions will not be mailed mt-announced earlier 
- Protect yourself, from error by picking up and keeping 
, mtr own copy of credit eligibility ^ 
EVALUATION CENTER 471-303? 
fM 
NOW ACCEPTING ADVERTISING FOR 
MARCH ISSUE . 
CAU.471 -1865 NOWI 
w • iNt- te-
' - , * I ' 
2 Tuesday, February 26, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
' / Wonth,V Magaiin* Supplmmtnt to THE DAILY TEXAN 
V -  -  A n o t h e r  T S P  P u b l i c a t i o n  •  
'•fti ! 
. ' %•'! 




Laid to ̂ G 
Tiarry Hubbard, present of the Texas AF1 
Monday that state Republicans are pushing 
; work provision in the new state constitution , 





By 3AMES BUNLAP 
Texan Staff Writer 




"Because of Ahe lack of leade'rshinln the R^mlhHran Part* >iCharges, and counter-(^specific example of a widelyirect 
they must create an issue'for this year's elections,'" he said' ®es sul*acec*Monday coh- • problem,' Richard Haipin.^gjjchildren. 
o_._, • _ » ...,1 &eiev.uuu&, ne sdia. cerning a complaint against, snokpsman for Free the Slow *=-re ^ ' 
said testing Mexican 
LT^otiie^firsaidiis«n"^loin 
Citing Project Sunrise as &"0& supervisory position with no 
contact with the 
Speaking before a University givermmmt eta. Hubtorf ^ IS^TuSSX- "" 
claimed one of the motives behind those advocating in< 
eluding a right-to-work provision in the new constitution is to 
. encourage contributions to: the national right-to-work lobby 
headquartered in Washington. 
; Republican gubernatorial candidate Jim Gfanberry'"is 
trying to get elected on the right-to-work issue, but I doubt he 
will make it,'' Hubbard remarked. , .V<-» 
Hubbard stressed that the state AFL-CIO feels a right-to-
work provision, which has been a Texas statute since 1947, 
should not be in the constitution. 
right-to-work provision as a-state lawandopposed placing 
the question before the voters. 
Inc: r 
funded program to help blind 
^and retarded persons. 
Free the Slow, Inc., a group 
concerned with mental health 
care, has charged that Pro­
ject Sunrise does not employ 
bilingual employes and may 
be guilty of discrimination 
. against Mexican-Americans. 
The complaint and- a call for 
"ir 
Feb. 14 letter to Gilberto 
Herrera in the Office of Civil 
Rights of the Department of 
HealflT, Education and 
JVelfare in Dallasr 
Project Sunrise is operated 
ty the Texas State Gomiftis-
sion for the Blind and uses 
facilities at the Austin State 
Crawford said that the 
. - , AfJihngual person who is work-
American Children in Englishing with blind-deaf clients is 
is a "blatant racist attack on&'jnot restricted to working only 
their culture.' £f^with blind-deaf clients. He can 
,:. Glenn Crawford, statewide^ J>e utilized for other duties In-
supervisor for service-Solving his language skills, 
programs for the Texas State ZC The staff member in the 
Commission for the Blind,^supervisory position, he said, 
welcomed an investigation^ Actually has broader contact 
and said it would show there^ vMrith- the clients" than the 
was no foundation to the ,teachers." He said that the 
allegation there rvisor works on 
*'I have no feeling at this time on how people will vote on 
this issue, but I am afraid'many will decide on the basis of 
their emotions only and not what the issue is really about^,'. 
he explained. 
Hubbard said he would, try to defeat any constitutional 
. draft placed before the voters if it included a right-td-work 
provision." 
.. . . . " School. — 
under a rignt-to-work provision, a union is required to -—Currently, there'are 35 
represent all workers in a shop even though some dd not pay resident-clients, 15 of whom 
dues since th^y do not join the union, he said.. are Mexican-Americans. >v 
"The union is forced by law to represent persons who have Free the Slow, Inc., cort-
not paid 1 cent for the service," Hubbard said.a tends that the lack of bilingual 
A right-to-work law says a union must provide benefits, staff "distorts the diagnosis 
such as representations of grievances, to member and non- and evaluation of the abilities 
members alike whenever a majority of|he workers in a shop of the clients of Mexican-
have voted for union representation. ' ... American backgrounds to 
Crawford said the charges " 
made by Free the Slow, Inc.,& 
were' 'factually insupportable * \/AtAr CS * a 
and irresponsible."- lis. * **• 
There has been a problem,, Hearing 
Scheduled 
ft 4 VP 
he said, in finding qualified 
Mexican-American 
applicants, Crawford added , . ... . 
that to his knowledge there ' A public hearing on possible 
have been no Mexican- establishment of absentee 
American applicants within—?otin* braIJch stations for the„ 
the last year. ~ May primary elections will be 
Halpin and Crawford agreed held at 11a.m. March 4, Coun-
that two members of the Pro- ty Commissioner Richard 
Moya announced Monday. / 
introduced the motion 
Halpi^OT^^i^ai^teMWJhe public hearing dur-; 
bilingual persons is working ^ Commissioner's Court 
with blind-deaf clients. The?^Jnfl^ing Feb> 19< 
There are many advan*f 
stages for having absentee 
Mr. RttmMyg 
'  - . .  ' V  i t i t  
Your meter viotaMonf'i. 
find, a tir«som« )oka 
So- your poetic license 
 ̂dtt hereby revekty 
I.M. Blck 
Secrttory 





tho ond 'h 
is bohind mo, 
coming up slowly, 
i fool his cold 




and today I'm wondering 
when 
a chill hand 
will touch my thou Id or,. , 
"mr. borrlor, 
your namo is mr. borrlor? 1 
it's tlmo to go.  ̂ *•* 
ploaso don't mako  ̂ ''' , 
a scono,  ̂ \ ̂ . 
come quietly*" 
I never thought •> * ̂  
he would be so polite, : 
or have such a , 
gentle face. 
\l r' f / , —r. michael berrier: 
m f 9  
dross 
* flowing; 
\ W» gather4n row! 
against rows of mortal 
w y-w in black tuxodoo* -̂
Sincerely, %\ 
' In my greor8®® 
•, llowin 
ML, 
hprns arid the 
v. In my greert v 






hold and tighten  ̂
the muscles; 
Upon throat# 
sing wltl̂ '1 
one voice; 
In my g~etf 
drest flowing; 
-i' 




. conrribul̂ to Molly Staf­
ford, The Daily Texan.,1 ̂  H 
By BARBARA MINNICK to justify LCRA participation 
The Lower Colorado River in the nuclear pflant, Herring 
Authority (LCRA) is looking noted. "The question has 
into the possibility of joining never been put to the board of 
the South Texas Nuclear Pro- directors," he added. -
ject, Charles Herring, LCRA The LCRA was created by 
general manager, said Mon- the Legislature in 1934. The 
Wharton and Matagorda. 
Although Herring said the 
LCRA will not actually be 
limitation on bonded • i# 
debtedness. Indebtedness of 
$157 million already is corn-
day. 
"Several months ago the 
board of directors authorized 
the  management  to  in­
vestigate the possibility of our 
participating in the South Tex­
as Project for some energy 
out of two nuclear units," 
Herring said. . 
"There has been no commit­
ment on either side as to 
whether there is sufficient 
quantity of electrical power" 




district itself is composed of 
10 Central Texas counties. 
The authority provides 41 
counties, with electric power. 
Within the act which created 
the LCRA are restrictions 
currently prohibiting the 
authority from participating 
.in the nuclear project. 
First, the authority, by 
statute, is prohibited from 
' building or operating a steam 
generated power plant in two 
of the 10 original counties^.; 
building the Matagorda mitted, Herriqg said. If 
nuclear plant, it will be par- iLCRA's proposed gas-oil fuel 
ticipating in its construction, . ' ' .... 
He said he did not know, if this 
would be legally restrictive. J ' 
Another limitation in the 
way is that total output of ail 
power plants within the 
LCRA's jurisdiction may not. 
exceed 1,500,000 kilowatts. 
Presently two-thirds (1,000,-
000 kilowatts) are being used, 
leaving little for participation 
in the project, Herring ex­
plained. _ * . 
Still another statutory 
restriction hindering the. 
LCRA is its $300 million 
c Texas Union 
Musical Even Is Comfhittee 
Friday, March 1 8:30 p.m. 
ASLEEP AT 
THE WHEEL 
plus: The Bronco Bros.. 
$2.00 UT Students 
$2.50 General Public 
A "Welcome to Austin" Concert 
Mexican American Culture Committee 
. ' presents • 
An Informal Poetry Reading Session 
With Chicano Poets 
Tuesday, Feb. 26 
7:30 p.m. 
Union 104 
Coffee will be served 
is to be completed in 
1977, another $130 million will 
be allotted for it. This would 
leave only $13 million for 
LCRA's participation in the 
nuclear project, under current 
legislation. 
: The earliest possible date 
these restrictions could be 
removed is 1975, he said. 
Herring plans to propose to' 
the Legislature that these 
restrictions be removed, 
possibly opening the door for 
LCRA to join the project,.. 
"Our participation is con^ 
ditioned upon statutory limits 
being revised," Herring said. 
^voting branch offices, but as a 
^commissioner, I feel that the 
public should be given an op­
portunity to express their 
opinions," Moya said. 
If the measure is approved, 
the county clerk will post a 
list of locations and hours of 
operation by April 4. The of­
fices will operate from April: 





, 1301 S. Congress 
Now open until 10 p.m. 
Shiner Beer $1 per pitcher 
1 
t 7-10 p.m. , 
" with purchase of sandwich 
mm 





Declare your Texas Independence 
at the General Store. 
• 
Texas kltte* records of Texas ballads^ 
handmade bird feeders, Texas Monthly —4 
Texas Observer. Deaf Smith cookbook ; 
postcards of U.Tr» Texas newspapers 
Gernsheim Collection prints, Marshall 
pottery 
First floor, Union ' "v" 
7:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon. - F 




**•4 "if S S 
3808 North Lamar 451-7811 
THE 
SPRING BREAK MARCH 30 - APRIL 6 
SAN JUAN, ST. THOMAS, NASSAU 
• INCLUDES ROUND TRIP AIR FARE FROM 
HOUSTON; ALL MEALS ABOARD SHIP; 
SEVEN DAYS AND NIGHTS; 





1. JENEAL SKIN LAYERING: 
A harmless, and effective process for 
n;jTtoying enlarged pores, pits and acne-
type conditions, wrinkles, discoloration, 
scar tissue, stretch marks. 
It removes ~ the dead skin cells with a 
natural organic enzyme and stimulates* 
new skin eell growth. You will see and feel , 
results immediately! 
3. JENEAL MUSCLE TONING 
Firms up lazy, sagging facial muscles with 
our muscle toning machine; giving yau a 
fresh, youthful look. 
2. JENEAL E-Z ZIPPING 
HAIR REMOVAL 
- - Free yourself of Unwanted- hair the 
painless and simple E-Z way. No more 
plucking, shaving or unpleasant smelling 
creams. Reduces stiff, unsightly hair back 
to normal. -
_ INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
FACE COCKTAIL 
Lemon, Tangerine, Strawberry and 
Cucumber . . 
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
For Your Complimentary 
" Skin Analysis Appointment 
Call 451-7811, 9a.m.-5p.m. 
. Evenings by Appointment 
p? ,4 
ON-THE-DRAG 2406 GUADALUPE 
company 
Attention Organizations: 
Tho CACTUS Yearbook staff is now accepting applications for 
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS 















,Vv ..J : - •: : m 
Applications and lists 
award are available in the TSP Business Office, . 
TSP Building 3.200 between the hours of 8^30-4|' 
' * a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday !̂ >"! 
^st5v ... ^ ,**• u 
lv-' 






-  • ' V  * "  —  •  • ' y " ' " * ' - .  I' ' . —--~t 11 - - II I • —— , t I •  11. 
c All applications must b» returned to TSP 3.200 by^ 
», MONDAY. MARCH 4eW4, 






r W? 1 
-tal-;  
Actional information available in fSP Buildfng4.112^by 
calling the CACTUS Yearbook Office^ 
471-5244 
Bouquets of roses strewn on a rose colored, 
dress of soft nylon/acetate, with7, smocked 
bodice and flared skirt. Romantically puffed: 
sleeves and sash back. Sizes 5-13. $24,, . -
mm 
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e convention jn 
:"(b) The Perina-"Ameira Section 8<b) of Article1 
nent University Fund shall be held in trust lor the people of Texas. In pur­
suance "of such trust, the Board of RegentspfTexas System shallhave 
authority tosell, lease, exchange and otherwise manage the assets oftbe 
fund as provided by law; and Frank Erwin can spend all he wants to; 
anytime, for any darn thing." 
In his direct, blunt manner Tyler Rep. Billy Williamson called it like it 
was last Thursday on the Constitutional Convention's overwhelming ap^ i 
proval of the Permanent and Available University Funds. In a series of 
^ votes the delegates have in effect reissued the state's most powerful 
^.Democrats a blank check for decades to come. Considering past regental 
priorities the votes were irresponsible, ill-considered, purblind. 
THAT IRRESPONSIBILITY came, strangely enough, on the normally 
^'sacrosanct ground of fiscal responsibility. On this issue the great majori­
ty of convention delegates suffer from a contradictory value system. The 
split could not be more apparent from a straw poll taken last week in the 
wisdom 
THERE WAS but one proposal that came close to altering the regents^ 
lucrative playhouse — an amendment by Dallas Rep. Craig Washington^ 
Faster than integration, more power­
ful than a paper shredder, able to 
leap $6 million swimming pools in a 
single bound. 
"legislative safeguard." In essence the Local Government Committee 
members are saying the state's elected representatives cannot be trusted 
with reasonable expenditure of the public dollar. The assumption made is 
the value of "fiscal responsibility" —- the insurance that tax .dollars are 
spent wisely and frugally. 
The delegates are ostensibly concerned, thereabout sensible, reasoned 
expenditures of the public monies. Strangely, the great majority of 
delegates evidence no similar concern on th&politicallytestyissue of the 
Permanent and Available Funds, in this dediqation of funds the un­
regulated power of the Board of Regents was not curtailed but enhanced. 
AN EXAMINATION of the future revenues available to the Permanent 
Fund is necessary to understand the potential waste open to future 
regents. In fiscal year 1978 the value of the Permanent Fund totaled $669.4 
million, from which was derived 1133.9 million for bonds sold on 20 per­
cent of that amount. The constitutional proposal just passed raises this in­
vestment percentage to 30 percent, thus upping the spendable total to 
$200.8 million. According to System figures, in the y6ar 2001 the 30 percent 
investment rate for the Permanent Fund will garner $1,026 million. This 
enormous sum could be used only for "(1) acquiring land either with or 
without permanent improvements; (2) constructing new buildings or 
other permanent improvements; (3) repairing and rehabilitating existing 
buildings or other permanent improvements; (4) acquiring library books 
and materials(5) acquiring capital equipment; and (6) refunding any 
bonds heretofore or hereafter issued.'' This proposal continues to allow 
total regental control over building funds, whether for West Malls, swim­
ming pools or libraries. Nowhere mentioned in the proviso are the real 
needs of the University community — items such as faculty salaries, 
minority recruitment, student financial aid, to name a few. This new 
proposal would allow dispersal of Permanent Fund money over the entire 
System, but would not ensure wise expenditure of the fund. 
The Available Fund will also substantially increase with the decades, 
accelerating from the present $19.3 million to 151 million in 2001. The in­
evitable question must be posed once more — will the Available Fund be 
used for paper shredders, Kentia Palm Trees, secret System police and 
the like — or will it be used for academic excellence? Past experience 
shows much of it will go to the former. 
His proposalwould have delegated the regents rionbinding authority to 
spread Available Fund money to other component System institutions!^ 
ITiis failed, also. No one spoke to whether the University at Austin woulq 
need $226 million per year in 2001 — but then, no one asked the question. ~ 
Washington's was the wily attempt that even came close to altering the 
unlimited power of the board. Other attempts w^re laudable, though weak 
and compromised in nature. They included proposals to place control of , 
the fund in the hands of the Coordinating Board (Pentony), to provide aid 
. for racial minorities (Bales), and to aid economically students of Texas 
(Gammage). Not at all mentioned were real structural changes — inr 
itiative recall of regents, a democratically selected board, legislative 
control of the Permanent Fund, or any measure that would work to con? 
trol a future billion dollar permanent fund. , '• i' 
iv.; The reasons for this silence are virtually inevitable gfi^eh that d^fegateS ^ 
jmusft stand ior -rerelection. ..So^iar.-as-Jl^-Texafv-cafr^a8ceftaift-4h^~ 
delegates submitted to these czarish powers for two primary reasons: 1) 
out of a devotion to the University (more than half-of the delegates 
graduated from UT); and 2) out of fear forpolitical retaliation from men 
like Frank Erwin, John Connally and friends. As predicted in the 62nd 
Legislature, men and women up for re-election are probably not going to 
produce a people's constitution. 
FOR ALL PRACTICAL purpose the battle is over for ref orm of ~the PeF^~ 
manent and Available Funds.Thelosersare the fiscally responsible tax­
payers of Texas and the state's grossly underrepresented minority 
students. The winners are the regents and their multimillionaire cronies. 
. Without substantial improvement for the public interest the future for a 
new constitution looks bleak indeed. 
The Constitutional Revision Commission took over eight months to 
produce a document. The Constitutional Convention's Education Com­
mittee, after weeks of hearings, wisely retained a provision 4o deal with 
the school financing problem of the Rodriguez case, a command that 
quality educaion "not be based on wealth other than the wealth of the 
state as a whole ..." This provision, for all its fundamental decency, 
lasted less than a week at the hands of the Constitutional Convention. 
Even the support of the CRC chairperson, former Texas Supreme Court 
Chief Justice Robert W. Calvert, could not save it. 
JUSTICE THURGOOD Marshall, dissenting in the Rodriguez case, 
pointed out that the majority's "suggestions of legislative redress ... will 
doubtless be of great comfort to the school children of Texas' disadvan­
taged districts, but considering the vested interests of wealthy school dis­
tricts in the preservation of the status quo, they are worth little more.'! 
MARSHALL MAY HAVE sounded cynical at the time; now he sounds 
prescient. The Texas Legislature has once more failed the powerless poor 
who, it will be argued, can expect nothing better than powerlessness and 
poverty as long as they remain uneducated. • • 
The Constitutional Convention has refused to break a vicious, inhuman 
and hypocritical circle of despair and wasted potential. The Travis County 
delegation is to be commended for voting against tins travesty. —S.R. 
wmrnmmzmmmmmm 
•St.1/////. 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
e 1974 The Washington Post-
King Features Syndicate 
WASHINGTON - "I understand that 
things are so bad in the East that the New 
Jersey Mafia has already laid off three 
judges," one of the speakers told the 1,000 
people who'd come here from all over for 
this weekend's Citizen's Energy 
Conference. —^ — 
, Put together very quickly with dribs and 
drabs of money from a few of the more de­
cent little foundations like those run by J. 
Irwin Miller of Cummins Engine, this was 
the first time the radic-libs have had a 
chance to talk to. each other Since the 
national light changed and the sky darken­
ed for Nixon. The fact that some who 
automatically suspect all national 
meetings even showed up reinforces the 
idea that a new time is on us — a time in 
which the baseline assumptions that have 
held since 1945 are giving way. 
Scientist Barry Commoner spoke, as did 
Ralph Nader, but they added nothing to 
what they've said before. 
And governors 
Oregon Gov.- Tom McCall, possibly 
America's most innovative politician, had 
his energy consultant at the meetings 
proposing a uniform extraction tax on all 
energy, minerals and raw materials taken 
from "natural storage." The purpose isn't 
to punish the oil companies but to lessen 
consumption in an orderly way. This puts 
the Republican governor at odds with his 
party, which is encouraging increasing 
porary . emergency is over.-
Along the same lines, others proposed 
that the regulatory agencies reverse the 
present practice of lowering the electrici­
ty rates to high-volume users. Others were 
beginning to look again at the discredited 
i9ea of public ownership; 
The people from Los Angeles say 
southern California is only just beginning 
to experience the lines at the gas pumps 
that the East Coast is suffering. There and 
in Michigan unemployment is already hit­
ting: but Mike Barnes, a community 
organizer from Indianapolis, says his peo­
ple can get gas but Ahey can't get 
mortgages unless thev pav 10.5 percent.— 
Judy Lightfoot, the "chairone" of the 
National Organization for Women, is in 
too delicate an internal political position 
to say if she thinks her title is slightly 
ridiculous, "but she lets you know it's 
economics, she's worried about. More 
women than ever before? she points out, 
are the principal breadwinners for the 
family; and when times turn sour, 
"women are very much victims of the 
last-hired, first-fired syndrome.'' 
You had what you might almost call a 
new type of left-wing political activist at 
the conference. There were always a few 
around, even in the maddest moments of 
the ,60s, but there were never many of the 
sort who believed in local area organizing 
— and knew how'to do it — as opposed to 
mobs in front of the White House. One 
such is Wade Rathke,. who tried a few 
years ago in Boston and learned you can't 
recipients. 
Moving to Arkansas he has organized an 
acronym called ACORN, representing 
farmers, factory workers and all sorts of 
low-income people. Hie membership pays 
enough dues to take care of the salaries of 
a staff of 17 spread out around Little Rock, 
Fort Smith and smaller places across the 
state. 
Rathke and the others like him here are 
a different kind of lefty than we're used to. 
They have a'stable organized constituen­
cy, ongoing sets of programs and great 
caution about windy sloganeering. "In5 
Arkansas, Rathke says, his farmer 
membersarerunning out of fertilizer,but 
it's top soon to know what to do. This was a 
weekend for making contacts, exchanging 
addresses and getting ready. 
Jenis Becker, the. representative from 
the Albany (N Y.) Area Inflation Council, 
got no argument when she said, "We've 
confronted our legislators, and they say, 
'We'll do it, but what do you want?' I feel 
like a fool because I don't know what we 
want." 
Ml 111 
MI  t i l l  
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To tlw editor: 
Many people have become aware of the 
xecent formation of-a veterans organiza-
tion on this, campus. Since Uiere are a 
number of misconceptions about the 
organization going around, it seems ap­
propriate at this time to make an official 
statement about our reasons for organiz­
ing .  r  :  ,  . . .  .  
First of all, we are a new organization; 
not a splinter or offshoot of any previously 
existing organization. Although we intend 
to reflect the opinions of our membership, 
our origins are not strictly political; we 
exist to give University veterans a means 
of interacting with other veterans, with 
, the University "^nd with the community. 
Our existenoe is ah attempt also to dispel 
the myths associated with Vietnam era 
yeterans. .-. . 
s With th^ exception of" the VVAWv 
yetejrans have notjbeen recognized as hav­
ing^ part in campus affairs. Veterans 
comprise a significant portion of the stu-
, dent body, and we have as vital an interest 
in the affairs of this campus as any group. 
However, to this point in time, we have 
had no forum or agency through which to 
voice our opinion, bi addition to this, we 
feel that veterans have a wealth of talents 
and abilities which can benefit ourselves 
and the community. For these reasons we 
have organized the University Veterans 
Association. Some of the activities:; 
currently in the work? tire social events; 
intramural sports, cooperative housing 
and job placement. Many more activities 
will evolve, '" i; 
_ Ercel G. Bruhear. Presldent 
Univenity Veterans AuociaUoa 
birds 
To the editor: 
The birds are falling — at least they are 
near the Geology Building. If it is not due 
to Erwin's beautify the campus passion, it 
must be because of the diazinon pesticide 
sprayed there last month. 
After many a bureaucratic phone call 
Tuesday, I was finally informed by the 
health center that the area had been 
sprayed at the request of a UT biology 
professor — perhaps they needed more 
birds to dissect in lab. For whatever the 
reason i I found a dead bird near the 
Geology Building Wednesday, and a friend 
of mine found two of them there on Tues­
day. 
sees fit to demolish San Jac while at the 
same time preserving Brackenridge and 
Deep Eddy Apartments. It enrages me 
that the University did not ask our 
opinions about low-cost housing or make 
plans to provide us with any. It enrages 
me that one resident has found that the 
next cheapest housing anywhere will cost 
three times as much and be grossly in­
ferior to San Jac. And it also enrages me 




Something has to give. Or should we 
consider instead killing the rest of the 
birds, digging up more trees and fashion-
^ng"our TJnfversity around Highland Mall? 
Jane Saginaw 
' Go^apk^ 
from San Jac 
To the editor: 
% I am solTy if in Ken McHam's editorial 
on low-cost housing his statement that 
the San Jac dorms ... are more liveable 
than the other men's dorms ..." threaten­
ed the esteem and security of the residents 
of Moore-Hill. Such a statement is a 
casual judgment, one with which many of 
: the San Jac residents agree. We do not 
proclaim that the living conditions are 
"more gracious than those of Moore-Hill or 
the other men's dorms. San Jac is spaftan, 
. bleak, small and, some even say .depress-
ing> Some of our residents have tried other 
dorms but live here for both economic and 
-social reasons. - - - - -
It enrages me that the administration 
ihg our chosen living quarters. Insult upon 
injury, indeed. -
I would like to expressly thank Ken 
McHam and The Texan for their concern about the 
and coverage. 
David L. Mossman 
Shocking 
To the editor r 
Regarding the outcome of that shocking 
obscenity trial, the Spanish hive a word 
fit it: SIN EMBARGO! *' . _ 
? Hbward Callas 
. Unsullied grad r5 
To the editor: 
reioice 
However, an honest man, paying his tax­
es and running a thriving business to 
provide for his family; cannot live in 
peace, just because he caters to the in­
terest of a large number of persons. That 
interest being pornography. 
The prosecuting attorney and vice-squad 
members are disgusting in my eyes. Why 
hi God's name do they have to'worry about 
what sex films and books a person views^ 
If -these people weren't trying to suppress 
their own desires or fears, they would 
leave porno places alone. ; 
If these self-righteous people who want 
to close these businesses are so interested 
in human beings, why don't they speak out 
horrible living conditions so 
many people are living in in this "wonder­
ful" city of ours? I'm not only speaking 
'.s 
who preach against' porno, "sin" etc. 
Many of these windbags need to look at 
themselves and clean up their own 
backyards before they try to dictate the 
behavior of others. ' • 
It's just a damn sh^me that in today's 
< troubled world, in which there are so 
many frustrated individuals, that a person 
cannot get a-little satisfaction out of life 
even if it is viewing "porno." I.will truly 
l£:; 
rejoice when Austin starts worrying about 
its more serious problems — drug addic­
tion, rapes, murders* hunger and especiak 
Iy education: I would'just like to say that I 
extend my sympathy to Terry O'Neal for 
immm: 
- I am now convinced that Hitler and his 
Gestapo are on the move again. I am 
referring to all of the' raids Imd 
Ijarassments on the porno-houses — en­
ding in a ridiculous mock tria^ lqst week.'" receiving"the sentence he did. I know he 
It is truly a disgusting situation when a didn't deserve it. And I would like to say to 
pferson cannot view or read material just the jurors who found him guilty that I hope 
because it happens to be dirty or ob$cene you^ enjoyed a good XXXX Jilm free of 
in certain eyes. Vet anything can be charge and that you didn't experience hea.t 
printed or viewed about public officials -rash from it! - -1 
that one can imagine (this is good because^^^t^^^si. 
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1972, Richard Nixon was 
PfesuTent of the 
United States with a lick and a 
promise: he swore that he 
would lick crime and our 
growing economic problems, 
and he promised that he would 
end the war in Vietnam. Less 
than two years later, we 
remember those promises, 
and Nixon's performance on 
them looks pretty poor. The: 
prize for criminal dealings,-in. 
term's "of theft, lies and 
general corruption, surely if* 
must go- to Nixon and the 
blanket of associates that sur­
round him. Nixon.' bombed 
Virtnnm rand ffan^wrtin 
Christmas 
Strikes ate discouraged but 
profits free to rise 
-unemployment is supposed to' that profits rose S2J7 billion I# 
ifl»arsh, cure for in- 1972, in totalling $52.6 billion? 
Businessmen~TwvefiT'kickea~^ationrUTOmpioymentmeaw"W6 wonder they declared 
up prices so rapidly since that there is less money " ~ 
World War II; they continue ̂ around for consumers to 
to lay off workers and then^-spend, but inflation usually 
scream bloody murder about'^means that there is so much 
Uieir ' 'shrinking profits. 
The Nixon administration" 
" pleads with labor leaders to 
end strikes "in order to help 
the economy pick up the max-_ 
imum possible speed." The? 
- West .Coast- longshoremen 
who were on strike when 
Phase I began in August, 1972, 
,il Mwired Nixon that Phase I " 
''favors the rich" and said 
-V -''We are with you in your 
money around, and so many 
people willing to pay more for 
the things that they want. 
ATow, people with less 
money are being told that 
they have to spend the little 
that they've gQt to buy that, 
things they need to live on. 
We know that the Nixon un« 
employment and inflation 
package is bad news for work­
ing people. But how does it 
'1972: a Spectacular Year for 
Profits." 
Tax burdens 
While Phases I thru IV were 
paving the road to higher, 
profits for big business, the 
burden of taxes rested lightljk 
.on their shoulders. Through a 
combination of loopholes and 
tax dodges, the effective tax 
rate jmj top-hracket in- " 
dividuals has been declining^, 
•steadily since World War Ili^ 
ivhile regressive {the poor pay 
more) sales, payroll qnd 
Social Security taxes have 
..AM*/, school program*; and program0 for teenagera 
have all been abandoned or 
left at the mercy of state and 
local governments. 
Nixon vetoed bills for urban million each, 
f ^ renewal, model cities, water Benign-ni 
and sewage grants and H 
ternis, this increase- would 
add up to 2 million new hous­
ing-units xrf $15,000 neach, tjt -
15,000 new hospitals, schools 
or day care centers at $2 
"WP 
veterans' benefits.in August, 
19?0. He vetoed several health 
bills. including one that would 
have authorized spending 
$2.79 billion for .construction 
Of hospitals, health and 
medical facilities: a needed 
expense since nearly half of 
the nation's 6,600 local 
hospitals need to be replaced 
or modernized. We all know 
to win a better 
position at the bargaining 
table — this was called 
"peace with honor." And the 
economic situation ... well, -if 
this isn't a time of crisis, it's 
hatd to think of what next 
year will bring. " • 
Today, 
White House are open wide to 
•."every chairman of the board, 
but they're bolted tight 
against the average citizen. 
Inflation hangs on and on — 
and on and on. It's a par­
ticularly joyless disease. The 
cost of food jose 21 percent 
from August, 1972, through 
June, 1973. Social Security 
taxes went up 35 percent in 
1972. Such increases from a 
president who won many 
votes by promising to fight in-
it is wrong to pick on the 
workers, who suffer first and 
most from inflation." The 
dock workers had reason to 
Unemployment gives them a 
reserve labor force they can 
draw on in "boom times." The 
employed complete with the 
complain. Nixon's 5.S percent-^Unemployed for jobs; this 
ceiling on annual wage in- drives real wages down and 
„„preases never applied, to com- speeds up the pace of work; 
income people. In 1967, Time 
magazine's  board of 
economists found that the top 
l percent••»of the taxpayers 
paid only 26 percent of their 
income in< taxes, even though 
that Congress appropriated 
from every ipan, woman and . „....„ ... ........ 
-Mihtfd thtsz«?isi8*flw<deep^^wr™^ 
^ r - *glect^ 
Lots of us are jus 
<&nfused and' frightened by 
the economies situation that , 
seems to be growing worse -
day by day, aggravated by a 
government policy of "benign 
neglect" for working peddle 
depres&lon is on people's 
minds, and rightly so. The 
they should have been taxed at.~; libraries. He has cut off finan-
,,1970, $875 went to defense and family doctors a shortage 
$22 went to schools.  1  caused by'  /excessive 
"No intrusion" '/>- •: specialization and limited ad-
Nixon was the first Presi- - missions to medical schools; 
dent ever to cut all federal A bill to. aid students going 
spending for public and school into general medicine would 
pany executives. Rates for 5 (The 40-H6ur weekris only a:- -rates up- to-70 percent social aid to students and fun-
touching off a  workers 
rebellion. , ' ,. 
The same song '' 
~ Phases I through IV were 
all the same song with slightly 
different lyrics. Wages are 
frozen but not interest rates. 
~to—risk eje<HfH^tyr-telephones~and—ra emof-y—for—mos taut 0 We,-rnight-hope-thatr^ince—<Hngfor-^ehob^i^i€tS^TF:::4970F 
have helped this problem. 
Nixon vetoed it in December, 
other utilities never came un 
der wage-price guidelines,");'. 
Unemployment 
- Economists tell us that it's 
pretty hard to have inflation 
and rising unemployment at 
the same time: in fact, ftigh 
workers. ) And since produc­
tion is increasing and wages 
are decreasing, profits can go 
up and up. "Business Week" 
'magazine, in a survey of cor* 
porate performance in its 
M^rch 10, 1972, lssue^stated 
more f If lno line 
Conference Athletics 
people in the under $10,000 ving large federal institutions, 
bracket pay the bulk of the Nixon vetoed , bills that would 
taxes, some of the tax' "pie"?-;"^ have - established federally 
might be left for them. Not so¥<^-funded day care, saying that 
Call the roll of Nixon's vetoes "the government should not 
and you see the programs at intrude in the private lives of 
.the bottom of the Admits citizens." (Except by 
ministration's barrell -* 5 wiretap, federal espionage, or 
healthhospitals, educa$f| enemies lists, right?) During 
tion, housing, jobs, famUtf*"'World War II, the federal 
To the editor: varsity letter to Mr. James 
Once again The Texan is Means, a member of the track 
guilty of repeating a gross team. 
misrepresentation with .  I  feel  that  this oversight is  a  
regard to Southwest - great injustice, both to lftr. 
Conference athletics. Means and The University of 
I  am referring to the Texas Department of Inter-
reference in the sports page collegiate Athletics. 
' article by Richard Justice A! Lundstedt 
headlined "Loock To Make Business Manager tff 
SWC History." 
I have no quarrel with the 
fact that the part regarding 
women athletes is true. What 
burns me up is the consent 
credit given SMU for in­
tegrating the conference when 
Jerry Levias participated in 
football in the fall of 1965. The 
fact of the matter is that well 
before Levias put his foot onto 
SMU — or Cotton Bowl — 
turf. The University of Texas 
had an entire season's par­
ticipation and had awarded a 
Athletics 
- (Editor's note: Texas did 
allow a black athlete to first 
play and letter  in the 
Southwest Conference,  but 
SMU actually went out and 
recruited a black to play in the 
SWC. SMU was the in­
novator!) 
Nixon, to "disappear" still 
more tapes and documents? 
The committee has full con­
gressional and court authority 
to subpoena anything, in­
cluding Nixon himself. 
Who's dragging his feet 
(besides Nixon and 
Jaworski)? Who's afraid to 
confront whom now, and Why? 
Are the DuPonts and 
Rockefellers in control of 
Congress, like they are of the 
artificial energy shortage? ; 
The longer their criminal 
lackey, Nixon, is given to con™ 
doctors, public works, child 
care, broadcasting, railroad 
retirement benefits, and 
health and education logout. 
: The veto is the President's 
most powerful weapon, but it 
is also a negative weapon — it 
obstructs, it denies and it 
solidate his vast presents, slaughters. Nixon, has used 
powers the more dangerous is this power to put the rich on 
every day's delay. The coun-,. 
try has a RIGHT to know: 
WHAT is the delay? Who? 
Why? 
ALFRED O. WUPPERMAN 
504A E. 46 St. 
the dole, to cut wounds in 
social  services th^t may 
never heal, and to lower the 
standards of health, education 
and welfare for all of us. For 
example, of the $670 in taxes 
government established day 
care centers all over the coun­
try so that women could join 
' the slim labor force: no one 
was shouting about "in­
truding" then. In December 
. 1971, Nixon cut out all OEO 
funding,.overriding. Congress* 
appropriation. This meant 
that poverty agencies, in­
dependent legal* service 
organizations, broad new 
programs for comprehen­
sive child development, ex» 
tra food and vitamins for 
pregnant women, after-
Lost AFL-CIO support -
Nixon .also vetoed the 
minimum wage-bill and bills 
that would have provided 50,-
000 jobs in hospital construc­
tion, 420,000 jobs in public 
works, 850,000 jobs to on-site 
construction workers and 
those in supporting industries.' 
These vetoes have driven the 
AFL-CIO, and all labor, from 
the position of qualified sup-
port they gave Nixon in 1972, 
jto the position of calling for 
his impeachment And rightly 
so. The bills wpuld have cut 
1 unemployment in half, for a 
gain in the gross national 
product of $30 billion. In social 
they have their roots in the, 
very, way pur economy and 
government are organized. 
But Nixon's strategy of shif­
ting the whole bifrden of this > 
crisis onto our shoulders is in­
tolerable. Nixon must'go — 
and we're the ones who ' 
-have,Xo,giu& MmJhe.jimL. 
push. 
Thisarticle waswrltten for 
the- forthcoming PAIN : 
(People's Assembly to 
Impeach Nixon) tabloid. The 
next PAIN meeting will be 6 




To the editor: 
What is the House Judiciary 
Committee waiting on? For 
DOONESBURY 
Mmx.I 5BNT FOR YOU 
, BtCAUSeiTHM IT'S 
I ABOUT TIME YOU GOT " 
: svktepon me 
•= PRBSUmrS RE- YOU'RB 
f 5t6HATKN SPBBCH. . KIK>IN6i 
\ j. / 
ONLY ASA C0NTJN66NCY, 
OF CDURSe! I'M CURTAIN M£LL 
m&Neeprr,miiseerm 
TO BB PREPAR&.' I'Y£ AL&AW 
mtTTBN soMe of me 
- ~QPGNtN& MNES.—LtSTBN. ; 
PI A M I S 
' A MAN HA5 
tWENW COINS 
C0NSISTIN6 OF KME5 
AN0(jyARTER5.." 
I 
IF "THE 01ME5 WERE (QUARTERS 
ANP THE 0UARTEK5WERE DIMES, 
HE WOUU? HAVE NINE1V CENTS 
MORE THAN HE HAS mi..m MANV 










• le^n lenlM 
• Phiiwi AMHflMfi 
• Omm aarf C«UrM 
2 CHICKEN FRIED STEAK SANDWICHES 
^1M:®sE49| 
V INCLUDES LETTUCE & TOMATO 
HELP YOURSELF TO THE CONDIMENTS 
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 1 
1705 Guadalupe - - 472-1582 
5400 Burnet Rd. - 451-3760 
4411 W. Ben White ' 892-2058 
Thursday Nite 
7:30 p.m.  ̂̂  AC 21 
Adventure* Gaforef 
an iKOfttd STUDENT,v. 
F U N  T O U R  
BY SHIP 0R AIR -AT- "I 
LOW STUDENT FARES 
22 DAYS by AIR $1298 
33 PAYS by SHIP $1334 
Alt Incluiive from N,Y. 
lut of Evrap* , 
by dihin motorcMdi 
Optiom t« SPAIN 
RUSSIA • ISTANBUL 
GREEK ISLE CRUISE 
$1495 tip QUALI TOURS SINCE 1957 
Also Budgtt Indtpendent Minibus Tour* 
TODAY lor Irn (older ; 
! Harivood 
J 2428" GUADALUPE TOORS 
AUSTIN, TEXAS, V , 
' N»m» 
I Addrtw . 
I City 
•x AM NOT A 
CRIMINAL, I AM AN . 
-INNOCENT PUBLIC SERVANT 
BBIN6 HOUNDEP FROM OFPtCB 
BY A PARTISAN PACK OF 
tmves off on a u/rrcn Htm" 
YOU CAN CHAN6& - _ _ 
me MM&IN6 A 
UTTLE IF 





3 Contrast ' 
4 Move about 
furtively 




^ 8 Dine % ' 
•9 tooth 
10 War god 
11 Saucy . '' 
16 Saint (abbr.) 
18 Rip 
20 At that place 
22 Turns around 2? SeB 
track 34 Undaunted 
23 Ireland • 36 Footwear 
25 Additional - H f.1,®9!!®* 
27 Encounter 15!2 i«k 1 
28 Fees 4.1 Wherewithal 
29 Southwestern cards 
—Indians 43 Volcamc .. 
5 
. ; 1 Moccasins 












24 Pronoun . • : 
25 Deface 
26 Ventilate ; 



















44 Swifter . 
••*48 International 
combines of 
-i. rival firms 
, 48 Pertaining to l\<! 
birth 
51 Girl's name 
52 Unwanted 
. 'plant 
- 54 Title 
• 55-Declare 
^56 Comfort 
•* 67 Concealed 
obstacle -
DOWN 
-1 Wooden ptnr 
2 Arabian garr 
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle < 
HOE KSHHI1 
QBDCISQ QHGaHBB 
am asBHcaaii bb can shoe canBca 
rauraa bsq 
HHHtaa HHaH ras 
•D nauco tSF^QJDa 
OGOffl SHS@ 
HGaBEJ P3BBB fSH • 
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west of Lamar) 
MING GARDEN 
CHINBSE RESTAURANT 
* Authentic Chinese Cuisine : 
• Food to Go 
Phone l452-5@£] 
Tue.-Fri. 11-2, 5-10 p.m. 
Sat. St Sun. 11 a.m. - TO D.m. 
Closed Monday 
2210 Anderson Lane 
^KUNG-FU 
INSTITUTE^f^Wi.^f 
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p emanation >;<i 
44 Insect 
45 Symbol for i;® 
. 4horon-;— 2̂1 
47 Female sheep 
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50 Limb ' 
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1 COMES DOWN ON INFLATION 
ft, s 
Things must change with the dawn of new management, and we are no exception. In a 
desperate search for more room, we found many cubic feet of repaired sets, unclaimed for 
more than three months. That means we can legally sell 'em. We will, 
A week-long sale/ beginning Monday, Feb. 25, will hopefully give us a little breathing space. A 
few TV's/ a few more home radios, and more car radios and tapes than the Sony warehouse! 
Mia 
<4r*vV». î i i , 
(I) MRACK CAR TAK, 30 DAY GUARANTfi, $20 
include. 
YrtcAL BARGAINS 
(?) I-TRACK CAR TA«, AHCltNt;WllRR., WORKS, $10 P _ 
i&mm 
(I) UNREAL t-TRACK, NOT WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN ANYTHING, S? 
(4) SONY DIGITAt CLOCK RA0I0, CLOCK OUt, St 
Some units will include our standard 
30 dmy service warranty, end some 
won't We'll playevery one before you ^ 
take H though so you'll know Iti'' 
w o r k e d  w h e n  y o u  U f t  
We »lso offarstandmrdpmckagm 
on auto sound systems completely f 
stalled ami guaranteed. Two ex-
oles Ithe cheapest end the mostM 
a), arm listed harm. : 
8-Track Stereo Cartridge tape 
player. 12 watts, tone control. In-
dlvtduel channel level controls, 
channel indicator lights. „ 
*105°®^ 
completely installed with speakers. 
Ask for a Sanyo FT-818. 
EEDWAY RADIO 
How about AM/FM Stereo Radio 
with a stereo cassette tape deck? 
Record cassettes from the Radio 
while you listen, or use the included 
microphone for dictation while you 
"drive. Has an instant pu*h button stop 
to eliminete commercials and pauses. 
Converts your two-channel stereo* to 
4 channel sound automatically^ 26 
watts, volume, balance, tone. < 
*269" 
puts the Sanyo FT-433M in'your car. 
307 WEST 19th STREET PHONE 478-6609 
b&m 
I I 
r'-r • '^'^V11^- W"*m»<m turnip - mmMiPMii 
• ->»*»""Vl,-i'»>4' *• jr^'-f-AV jfi •• 'i'..- •i"*. . *P Vi.^'.. .'jfc'i i.- ,V'W"to',»' 
itchingClickS;<for 





By HERB HOLLAND 
Texas Staff Writer 
SAN ANTONIO — Pitching 
might have bothered Texas 
baseball Coach Cliff Gustaf­
son last week but it certainly 
didn't Monday as Texas swept 
a doubleheader from Trinity 
University, 7-4 and 6-1. 
Texas pitcher Bobby 
Cuellar turned in a three-
hitter in the nightcap, and 
third basemen Keith 
Moreland and leftfielder 
Terry Pyka combined for 12 
hits, helping the Horns win 
their, seventh and eighth 
straight games of the 1974 
|p&, .season 
TRINITY, now 0-4, has had 
die misfortune of playing its 
entire Reason to date against 
"Rick got' tired* Gustafson 
said. "He's a much- better 
pitcher than he showed today. 
He was going ononlyljmdays 
- Burley left Ihe game affer 
giving up two runs on a walk 
and a couple of doubles with a 
strikeout between them. 
Gustafson then brought in 
junior reliever . Frosty Moore' 
to get the side out. Texas led 
at that point 6-3. 
-^FROSTY got real cold in the 
next inning, allowing three 
straight hits in the top of the 
seventh and left the game 
with nobody out and the bases 
loaded with Texas leading 7-3. 
HiSophomore Curt Cavanaugh 
then came in and quickly got 
the side out on a sacrifice and 
•JW* 
Texas hitters meanwhile 
didn't have much trouble 
reaching the outfield at all 
Monday. Moreland went seven 
for eight, driving infourruns 
.and scoring three. 
i§§ v'.-' -V, 
Maspyka, making his first home 
appearance in San Antonio 
this- year, provided his 
homeboys With plenty of ex­
citement, getting five hits and 
stealing three bases. . 
AS A TEAM, the HoJnslhtt 
nearly .S3S for t&e day, getting 
21 hits into official atbats, 
despite a fine effort by Trinity 
..p!*:?8!SUEfcitefe M 
V'TOghtcap.|^« 
.Chaney, a 6-3 junior from 
ijvalde, held the Horns hitless 
in three' innings and stranded 
nine batters through the sue 
innings he worked. 
"Chaney did a Jreat trnfe _ 
job," Gustafso,|j sai$. "He sur­
prised me." » 
But Texas WUrffranttollege 
has a couple of pitchers that 
won't surprise Gustafson no 
matter what they do when 
they meet Tjps JufiiX at 
Clark Field.|f«:%WW, 
"I DON'T really kMw too 
much about their ball club," 
Gustafson said. "But their 
pitchers Knight and Vargas 
give us fits. 
"They beat Pan American : 
Shorts 
tick Burley started tne 
opener and struck out 10 
Tigers before leaving the 
game in the sixth inning. 
Statistics 











r a n so 
(W, M) 5 1/3 
i/3 
I 
<W, 1-0) ......7 
Ml 
inity's late inning tnrea-
brought the Tigers as close as 
they ever got Monday as 
Cuellar didn't allow a hit until |§pS§| 
the sixth inning of the second 
game. ROTONDA; 
Trinity's designated hitter 
Mike Campolo broke up the 
no-hitter with a bat handle 
single into rightfield and mov­
ed to third on a fielding error 
by Tom-Ball. 
A SINGLE by shortstop Bob 
Esparza scored Campolo, the 
Tigers' only run in the game. 
Cuellaf*s control was ex­
cellent as he walked only two 
batters in seven innings. 
Although he only struck out 
five, Trinity only hit five balls 
out of the infield in the second 
. 'sssal 
'itsl. 
last year, so we're not the 
only ones they are effective 
against," Gustafson said. 
As the Horns prepare for 
their 1 < p.m. doubleheader 
withTLC, Monday's action 
will soon be forgotten by, 
everyone but Cuellar. 
HE'S 14 on the season and 
is in a situation few pitchers 
ever face as a senior ... he's 
never lost a game. 
"Both Moreland and Pyka 
had pretty good days," 
Gustafson said. "But we were 
real pleased with Cuellar. He 
hasn't won a whole lot; of 
games for us, but he's never 
lost one, either. 
Not bad for "*<• f { 
j, ̂  y _£v " 
* * ̂  
i. JAP) 
Four outstanding prayers of 
the National Football League 
wanted Monday that a player 
strike before the 1974 season 
is a definite possibility. 
"I don't see how we can 
iayoid it," said O.J. Simpson, 
record-setting rusher of the 
Buffalo Bills. "The players 
are, not satisfied with a lot of 
things, including the pension 
and the so-called Rozelle 
rule." " 
Similar sentiments were 
voiced by two members of the 
Ijonghorn Special 
!lWers 
Super Bowl champion Miami 
Dolphins, running back Larry 
Csonka and safety Dick 
Anderson, and by Franco 
Harris of. the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. ^1;' 
The Rozelle rule, naihed for 
Commissioner Pete Rozelle, 
stipulates that when a player 
plays out his option the club he 
leaves should receive some 
compensation from his.new 
employers. , * 
•v• 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
U.S. Olympic Committee was 
accused Monday of overstep­
ping the bounds of its charter 
in attempting to organize and 
sponsor a national team for 
"toe World Basketball Cham­
pionships to be held in Puerto 
Rico this summer. 
if ,mic Basketball Federation 
Sf the United States filed an 
antitrust suit in U.S. District 
Court here against the USOC 
in which it is charged that in­
ternational basketball events, 
Other than the Olympic and 
Pan American Games, are 
oujside the scope of thes com­
mittee's statutory authority. 
The federation said the ac­
tions by the committee repre­
sent "an illegal attempt to use 
its statutory monopoly to gain 
a monopoly over U.S. 
representation in other inter­
national basketball com­
petitions." 
Named' as coconspirator 
with the committee in the ef­
fort is the Amateur Athletic 
Union (AAU).— 
By JOETTE MOFFETT 
Texan Staff Writer . 
Isolated contact drills, wind-sprint^f 
sore wrists and ankles and few surprises^ 
marked the first day ofTexas foptball^, 
spring training Monday. .. 
"Today's the first day we've even had 
the footballs out," Head Coach Darrell 
Royal said as players concentrated on 
calisthenics and keeping their toes warm 
on the brisk jrebruaryopeningp|,! 'spring^ 
practice* v* ^ 
The annual spring drills to decide star-' " 
ting positions have not really started yet, 
although Royal spent a great deal of the 
afternoon watching quarterbacks Marty 
Akins and Mike Presley throwing passes. 
The rivalry between Akins and Presley 
is already underway, as this year's top two 
quarterbacks find themselves competing 
for' the»5tarting. spot just as they did last 
spring. 
to whoever does the best job,"Presley 
said. "I'm just trying, to get used to the 
pads and get in shape for when we start 
scrimmaging," 
"I'm not going to worry right now about' 
what's going to happen next fall," Akins 
said. "I just want to come out of spring 
training healthy and ready for the regular 
season." 
There has been some talk that when 
scrimmage teams are formed, Akins and 
Presley will alternate in the No. 1 quarter-
backing position rather than being 
designated first or second string, perhaps 
to keep the competition between the two 
more heated. 
If there-was one pleasant surprise Mon­
day, it was the appearance of Don Burrisk 
on the field, in pads and going through the 
sS -.gpgap 
regular wdrkouts,f6r thefirst timesince 
November, 1972. 
Burrisk, plagued with a broken collar-, 
bone and knee injuries since then, has one 
year of eligibility left. He. will be com­
peting withJoeAboussiefor the starting 
right halfback position: ( 
There were several conspicuous 
absences on the:field during Monday's 
practice. Roosevelt Leaks is undergoing 
rehabilitation for a knee injury sustained 
in the Texas A&M game, but probably will 
start practicing next week. Leaks watched 
practice from the sidelines Monday, but 
"it's just too soon forme to get out there," 
he said. 
Fred Currin, recovering from knee sur­
gery, ran laps around the track Monday, 
but doctors do not think that either he or 
Sherman Lee, who sustained an ankle in­
jury during the regular season, will be 
able to participate in spring training. 
changes at practice Monday, including 
third string quarterback Walter Rowan 
working at split end and fullback David 
Bartek working at linebacker. Coahces 
stress that all changes are just experimen­
tal. 
Practices will continue until the annual 
Orange-White intra-varsity game, which 
is tentatively scheduled foHMarch 28. 3fS 
Until then, Royal plans to de-emphasize' < 
daily contact drills. "You do that and you 
wind up with too many players missing," 
he said. f 
Instead, the first weeks of spring train­
ing, before the competition for positions 
gets hot and heavy, will concentrate on 
improving agility and working on plays in 
anticipation of the regular season. 
r-
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O Beautiful Colors 
$750 
• LEATHER SALE • . 
Varioui kinds, colori - 75' pdr ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
This is when the long hours of 
practice pay off. When you know 
you're as good ai you: can be. 
When yoif can enjoy it, the way it 
wasineahttabei^^l^^ 
Ifs the same with Pabst Blue 
Ribbon-it takes a lot of time, pa­
tience and skill to create our good 
old-time flavpr.̂  
Pabst—if s the way beer was 
meant to be. 
i 
«rr: 
.T~~ ^ ' >• -i 
was 
t ' » 1 ; Sit i>'V?> <• • ; ' ' 
* *  f , - -^rV-v f l-. **r f ' f - ^-1 r . J # _ 
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The Texas tennis team, 
riding a seven-match winning 
streak, will take on Schreiner 
Institute at 2 p.m. Tuesday at 
Penick Courts. , 
- The Schreiner match should 
be a good warihup for the un--
defeated Horns, who will play 
some of the best teams in the 
nation this weekend at the 
Corpus Christi Invitational 
tournament. 
The probable lineup for Tex­
as will be Dan Byfield playing 
first seed followed by. Brad 
Nabers, Jim Bayless, Paul 
Wiegand and Tommy Roberts. 
A victory over Schreiner 
could give the Horns a little 
extra momentum for the Cor­
pus tournament. 
SMU, which won the tourna­
ment last year, also won the 
SWC championship. So a good 
showing at Corpus Christi 
against conference favorites 
Houston and SMU could 
provide a touchstone for the 
Horns to measure their con­
ference hopes. 
While Texas faces tough 
weekend competition, Texas 
Coach Dave Snyder still con­
siders Schreiner-a worthy 
adversary. 
It is a good junior college, 
but I think our players are 
capable," Snyder said. -
•-  . *  *  • 
The Texas women's tennis 
team Will compete in a dual 
meet against Schreiner 
Institute at the Intramural 
Courts at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday. 
. This past weekend, the Tex­
as women downed a visiting 
TCU team, 12-0. The Universi­
ty won eight singles and four 
doubles matches without los­
ing a set. 
Besides the Schreiner meet, 
the women also will par­
ticipate from Thursday 
through Saturday in the 
Lamar University Invitational 
Tournament *. 
Pistol Pete To Quit 
NEW YORK (AP) — Pete 
Maravich will quit basketball 
when his three-year contract 
with the Atlanta Hawks ex­
pires after the 1974-75 season, 
The New York Post reported 
Monday. 
But the Post apparently 
didn't take Pistol Pete too 
seriously, saying that 
Maravich had only one year 
left to play "if you believe 
what he said after an ex­
hilarating 37-point perfor­
mance." 
' 'I know nobody will believe 
it, but it's only one more year 
for me," the Post said 
Maravich told a writer after 
the. Hawks' National Basket­
ball Association game here 
Saturday night with the New 
York Knicks. Atlanta lost 98-
90. _ 
Maravich signed a mul-
timillion dollar contract with 
the Hawks in 1970 after play­
ing college basketball at 
Louisiana State, where he was 
a three-time All-America and 
led the nation's collegians in 
scoring each of his three var­
sity years. 
TO PLACE A TEXAN 
-—CLASSIFIED AP 
CALL 471-5244 
JUST A FEW GOOD MEN FOR 
(Girls Counselor Positions Filled) 
if* 
on 
For Boys For Girls 
\\ tr America's Number 1 Camps 
7 Choice of 3 Terms 
June 3-June 26/June 27-July 20/July 21-Aug. 13 
$125 to $225 per 24 day term 
<T 
.7*.. 
(Room, board & Laundry furnished) 
COUNSELOR INTERVIEWS 
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;y BILL TROTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
- Arkansas' lame-duck Coach 
Lanny Van Eman and Texas'; 
Coach Leon Black both say 
Tuesday night's Arkansas-
Texas game in Gregory Gym 
ts just another part' "of "the 
Southwest Conference 
schedule, but the game 
definitely has some in* 
teresting aspects. 
Especially for the 
Longhorns, who after raising 
their record to 9-3 with an 88-
81 win over Texas A&M, still 
are tied for the conference 
lead with Texas Tech with two 
games left. 
THINGS ARE different for 
Arkansas and Van Eman. The 
Razorbacks, with a 5-7 record,! 
long have been out of the con-
points and., 
Texas nMk foNMktep 
pace in a conference race that 
has several possibilities, fech 
and the Longhorns could tie, 
but SMU could throw .things 
into a three-way tie .with a 
season-ending win over the 
Red Raiders in Lubbock 
Saturday should Texas' lose 
one of its two remaining 
games. But then the Mustai^S 
could end up tied with Texas 
to confuse things more. 
"I wouldn't even attempt to 
predict the outcome of the 
conference," Black said, "but 
right now all we're interested 
in is Arkansas. We can't even 
allow ourselves the luxury of 
thinking about a playoff.'' 
BLACK HASN'T been soft-
turned in his best game of the -asr* - when, ,,„we.„ 
year with 16 points, including 8ophomor^.^«^|f1 
crucial buckets when A&M 
itened to Ue the game. 
Johnson, a freshman play-
before 8,000 screaming 
Aggies, also had agood game 
with 18 points and 12 
rebounds. 
That was in IWlVwneh Tex--
as tied for the conference title, 
with SMU and had to go tp 
overtime to defeat the 
Waco; 
The story could 
MED HAS b^gn^oing 




said. "He came up with one of 
the finest performances a 
freshman possibly could. And KoOpS Bowl 
^ MIAMI (UPI) - National-
Football League owners Mon­
day voted to keep New 
Orleans as the site for next 
January's super Bowl IX. 
you've got to consider that it 
„$as under pressure:" \ 
^/Robinson, who scored 32 
points and had 12 rebounds 
against the.Aggies, doesn't 
see any type of overcon-
fidencje on the part of 
Longhorns. v 
'We can't afford to Jet'up 
the ^|,|The title game .had been 
warded to New Orleans last 
Te*p« Staff Photo 
•«.: Texas guard Dan Krueger drives past A&M's Cedric Joseph. 
Conferen^e;^|ans5piayoffs 
DALLAS (UPI) -
Southwest Conference _ of­
ficials said Monday that if a 
; playoff between Texas and 
Tex a s Tech b ecomes 
necessary to determine the 
league's NCAA represen­
tative, the schools would meet 
March 5 at Southern 
Methodist University. 
Texas and Texas Tech are 
tied for the league lead with 9-
3 records. Each school has 
two games remaining — Tex­
as entertaining Arkansas 
Tuesday and traveling to 
Baylor Saturday while Texas 
Tech visits TCU and hosts 
SMU. ' —r": • " ~ 
SMU, a game back with an 
8-4 record, also figures in the 
To Face UH 
The Texas women's basket­
ball team will face the 
University of Houston team 
for the third time this season 
in a 5:15 p.m. Tuesday game 
at Gregory Gym. Texas Coach\ 
row to Sam Houston,. 46-44, 
and Howard County Junior 
College, 66-33. 
' 'The second time we played 
Houston, I think they were 
hungry for the victory — more 
Rodney "Pagg is optimistic ^o than we were," Page said, 
about the game and said his "This time, it is just the op-
team should come out the posite, I think we're going to 
winners by at least 15 points, want the win more." 
"If our girls will get out on The team's problem in 
the court and do what they are 
capable of doing, I know we 
will win by at least 15 points," 
Page said. In the two teams' 
first meeting, Texas won, 34-
27, and in their second game 
UH won, 44-37. 
Debbie Turnbough, who^ 
missed the Texas Woman's 
University tournament in 
Denton last weekend with a 
sprained ankle, will start 
previous games has been 
shooting, while it has been 
able to out-rebound all its op­
ponents. "We have been work­
ing a lot on our shooting," 
Page explained. 
The Texas-UH game will 
precede the 7:30 p.m. SWC 
varsity, game between the 
Longhorns and the Arkansas 
conference title picture. The 
Mustangs could wind up in a 
tie with Texas Tech, with Tex­
as, or in a three-way tie with 
both schools. 
The only way SMU could 
finish in a tie with Tech would 
be to beat the Red Raiders, 
and if the Mustangs do that 
they would advance to the 
NCAA playoffs because they 
would have beaten Tech in 
both meetings this season. 
If SMU finishes in a tie with 
Texas those two teams would 
meet March 5 in Waco. If all 
three teams tie for the league 
title SMU would advance 
becauge of the three clubs 
SMU's last appearance in the 
NCAA predates the other two. 
to a frustrating head Thurs­
day when Van Eman an­
nounced his resignation. 
"I feel like I can help .the 
program more by leaving," 
Van Eman said. "I'm a com­
petitor, but I know when I 
-can!! win. I-haven!t-bgeaabte 
to give certain things to the 
program. 
—"I feel like four -years is 
enough without any cham­
pionships," he said, "and in 
the back of my mind I've 
wanted to win one. We've had 
good talent and built a good 
program, but we just haven't 
achieved what we wanted and 
maybe someone else can." . 
VAN EMAN claims that his 
players "aren't-the type to go 
out and win one for the 
Gipper," but the Razorbacks 
did pl?iy one of their better 
games of the year Saturday, 
defeating Uaylor 90-62, with 
center Dean Tolson scoring 19 
.  • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• > The Largest ( • 
S Selection of a J 
! RECORDERS 1 
players. "Arkansas is really a 
very talented ball club," he 
said. "They've just been in­
consistent but right now 
they're playing their best 
basketball of the year by far." 
Texas basketball hasn't 
- been too bad, either; lately. 
. After defeating Tech a week 
ago in Lubbock to throw the 
conference; into a tie, the 
Longhorns followed up with 
the win over the Aggies with 
good performances from 
Larry Robinson, Ed Johnson 
and Harry Larrabee. 
Larrabee* who had been 
having inconsistency 
problems of his own at times, 
to the end now to let that oc­
cur." \ 
Larrabee felt the same. 
"We can't let up like we did 
against TCU the~second 
time," he said. "We should 
have learned our lesson, but if 
we didn't, we deserve to 
RobfasfffHrtui LarrabeV,' 
members of Texas' last SWC 
championship team, have a 
feeling of 'deja'vu about the 
conference race.' 
^ HARRY AND I were talk­
ing the other day about tills," 
Robinson said: "It's like 
we've been there before, and 
it's almost the same siuation 
April at meetings in 
problems hampered work on 
the city's multi-million dollar 
^uperdome and there was 
speculation the facility would 
not be ready for January. 
' NFL Commissioner Pete 
Rozelle visited New Orleans 
last week and repotted to the,fWB 
owners Monday/ Rozelle told|§l 
them he was "encouraged by 1' 
the progress of the stadium" ̂  
and the owners voted<|o keepfe|§| 






Dan Krueger Cr | _ 
Harry Larrabee 
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OPEN 10-6 Daily 
-1008 West Avenue, 
V . Austin, Tx. 
~ n n U e t  c l o h  
M 
Tues.-Saf »'r* ^ i  
CDnMuni T 
477-0710 
against UH. At that tourna­
ment, the Texas team-beat-




| BAND AND DANCING SEVEN 
1 NIGHTS A WEEK AT THE SOUTH 
THE (fnotlisKAire APARTMENTS 
2101 BURTON DRIVE 
Tonight: Featuring 
s . ^ Every Week at the South Door 
I Mon.-Wed. - NO COVER • 
| Sun.-Thurs. - Unescourted ladies 
I pay no cover - receive ^ 
| free drink 
| 1523 Tinnin Ford Rd, 444-0711 
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WESTERN SAtOONDANCE HALL 
Coming Tomorrow 
United Artist Recording Stars > 
Asleep At The Wheel 
Free Beer 7*9 
Beer — Wine — Set ups 
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Mwnti) i 
MAGNIFICfNT AMSEKSONS sorrow 
of love fruvtrAicd by rigid -vocul more*, lubcl 
AmBer56ft:"Tf*Wy~tn"lnve~with-€ugcr*r-iitoTpn.-*ii-
.automoblfp devfgnef. m*rne> one of hrr h>cuI 
«qual». Upon her husband »• death twent>> yvAn . 
Uter. iMhet weks lo renew her love for Eugene, 
only to be unhappily blocked by -her ow*v. egotistic 
> unfulfilled love becomes * cogent vtudy of *' fading 
•nttocra^y 
AIMM tNion TW xpfiuw A** 
"fyum WHks ' wiiKowf faAl o*ot itflm 
 ̂ * nwwcott ttwui t 
r \ potity 
• 
.  1  OiilCpfly » -ip^ .. .  
Monday/February 25/Muni«ipal Auditorium/8 p.m. 
Monday'* porformanee told out 7 
Tuesday/February 26/Munkipal Auditorium/8 p.m.  ̂
All seals reserved/Ticket* available now/$6, $S. $4 
H»fl9 OffiM/10;i> daily or by mail/For information 471« 
1 4 4 4  ̂ ^  ' V  - v  
•-: v,; ; •• •• 
- -The '-Guilurol- Entertainment CommiUee-^-
> i ' nf the Texas Union 
7 and 9 p.m. ' Admission $1 
Jester Auditorium 
ro/MiiJ r of fi^o/Teh* 
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Are you tired of being called a timid, fright­
ened scarecrow? Tired of having bullies kick 
sand, in your face? Having girls laugh atjyou 
behind your back A^hen they TfiTnk you're nrt 
• looking? All because you don't have a campus 
honor to your name? 
itlo yoursolf to enter Peorfs Bar 
Belles Contest. 
i&iwl vts' tessti 
• 30 or more UT semester hours 
w * 2.5 or better GPA - ' 'v-
 ̂ ir- *aiarAn&ce" campus awareness" > s 
• a good personality and appearance v 
LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO BC 
A BAR BKLU! mean to 
A t̂iat are you waiting for? Make your mark*; 
^on campus—come by the Pearl office (TSP 4.102) 
' by Feb. 28 and fill out an entry form. You may be 
one of the lucky winners who gets his picture 
published in the March p—h 
And if you are, you'tl have the last laugh j?nd 
never'eat san<Ta9aih^^w..nSS^af̂ D \ 
!|» would be swell.'J.-̂ A.u.,̂  
" •' t*#f' ip 
It appears a refreshing relief 
from the camera-ready smiles 
-ofBluebonnetBelles.̂ '—J.M. 
My mother^would be so proud;" 
"^Bi 
Moiifhly Mogaiif* Svpphmwnt r/it Oatfy 
Aootfwftublteatfon of 
TEXAS STUDENT PUBLICATIONS' 








lie "highly acclaimed Nikolais Dance Theater from New 
York will present two performances at 8 p.m. Sunday and Mon­
day at Municipal Auditorium. •*->;'' r ag»: 
Alwin Nikolais, head of the company, is credited with4# 
number of innovations in the realm of creative performance. 
»In 1951, he abandoned traditional modern dance and created a 
whole new form and concept of dance — the. multi-media 
Ifieaterfln the early 1960s~fie composed music for his produc­
tions on a specially constructed Moog Synthesizer and gave that 
, instrument its first concert use., » 
•••HThe Nikolais Company's first extensive European tour was in 
1^68, and since then they have spent a great part of their time 
performing abroad. Nikolais has received a number of awards 
in Europe, including the Grand Prix de la Ville de Paris, a dis­
tinction created especially for him. 
His dancing technique now is one of the major methods taught 
in the United States and around the world. 
The two performances are presented by the Cultural Enter-
M 
mm-
tainment Committee. Tickets for optional fee holders are 
available free of charge at the Hogg Box Office. Tickets for. the 




By laura Mcdonough 
Texan "Staff Writer 
It makes no difference whether the 
diminutive, spritely mime master Marcel 
Marceau captivates his audienbS through 
gesticulation or articulation — he is equal- m 
ly adeotMboth modes of expression, fluid Wf 
in interpretation as well as conversation.^ 
m Eyes dancing, the famous French artist 3$ 
explained the importance of concentration 
in crowd control. 
"When I begin teaching a class, I ask if I 
am speaking loud enough. If the answer is^. 
no, then I^say good, I'll keep it soft so you - " 
will have to listen closely," he said 
;.ssi 
be a |>ig star; Look at Charlie Chaplin. 
Look at the Mar* Brothers. Yet, in 1965, 
they-couldn't find -work," Marceau said. 
Since public interest, like history, is 
cyclical, Marceau is filming everything he 
does in anticipation of a renewed interest M 
in the art on the part of fijm_makers, _ i 
T^Irf 20 years, there will be no Marcel 
Marceau," he said, "but his films will be 
there. This is the importance of art and 
film libraries r- they, are the foundations Jp 
of what will be important in the future." 
"Ten years ago, people in France laugh-
ed at me in the streets because of the & 
length of my sideburns. 'He's crazy, it's/ 
ritar NON MAH. I Soft-spoken Marceau, considered the C;. , absurd,' they said. But now they are con- yfc 
today will be accepted 
universal language .of -silence to span tomorrow. * 
barriers of language, age and nationality. t Marceau expressed enthusiasm for the 
Because youth expresses an increasing in- American role in the development of the 
terest  i tv the ancient art .  his^jsurrent u t d l  artsj, cjes. -i, r S J W  
includes performances on 
many major university campuses. , 
"I did not realize the interest of youths 
so much until suddenly, When we began to 
play university towns, people became 
more' familiar with the art. The more 
place9»we play, the greater the demand," $ 
he said. 
— "Because the mime is not a commercial ~ 
la mode,' then the" 
performers are forgotten. Look at Buster | 
Keeton — if he were alive today, he would ' 
HIGHLAND MALL 
O F F  I H  3 5  N T  H I  W A Y  ? < ? 0  
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NO: BARGAIN MATINIE 
BOX OFFICE OPENS 11 A M. 




BARGAIN MAT. $1.00 til 1:30 
1:30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30 
GEORGE C 





THE DAJTtSE DOLPHIN 
tdwkoioi* AnAicoEinbessVPiciuni^BEei 
BARGAIN MATINEE $1.00 til ]£Q p.m 
' 'When I began teaching American 
' students, they had an inferiority complex. 
They somehow felt that America had no 
art, no culture, which is wrong. They don't 
realize that America influences European 
trends just as European trends affect 
America — in France we say 'super- -i: 
market, drugstore, want a lift,,let's, go: 
. shopping.'. But because - America- is- a " 
; melting pot of nationalities, because there 
P is such wide acceptance of all movements, 
> there is greater freedom." 
By LUTHER SPERBERG 
. Texan Staff Writer 
Marcel Marceau swooped into town 
londay night, one step ahead of spring, 
'; find left a capacity Municipal Auditorium 
audience breathless with awe at his mute 
—^pyrotechnics,— — ~ 
Although /Marceau has won fame the 
world round for his virtuosity and for 
almost singlehandedly revivifying the art 
of mime, most of the audience were un­
initiated in the dazzling means by which 
he could communicate feelings >''with 
gestures and not words." 
And since one of Marceau's primary 
1 "''goals on tour is to create and educate an 
review 
' —— 
audience, he exhibited myriad moods and 
emotions during his performance to 
demonstrate mime's versatility and 
capacity for nimble characterization. 
^Sunaay wal 
in which Marceau facilely shifts through 
sevprt changes of characters to "The 
Seven Deadly Sins," in which he punctures 
practitioners of laziness, lust, envy, glut­
tony, avarice, pride and anger, Marceau • 
reduces an emotion or type to a single, dis­
crete, easily-recognized trait. 
And at the end of-two and a half hoursr 
amazement" procee9s"from the discovery 
that one man, without speaking and using 
only a simple box as an occasional prop, 
can .display such a variety of feeling. 
Marceau's program opened with his 
| style pantomines, some of which are 
1 abstract and others ^wjuch^re -anec­
dotal 1 * ± ^ 
W'The second half of the program con­
fined his Bip pantomimes, in which the 
- same—little man." archetype, Bip, corK 
fronts the world at large and plays it to a 
draw or painless defeat. • -
Much of Marceau's art derives from his 
masterful control of his body. At one 
point, with his legs separated and his arms 
outstretched, he revolves on the stage 
without visibly moving a muscle. At other 
times, he actually seems to defy gravity, 
leaning several inches to the side wkle 
maintaining a relaxed appearance/ . 
Like the masters of the silent movies 
that he admires so much, Marceau 
achieves his greatness from his in­
telligence and insight into human 
character. There are no cheap shots; the 
^arTa"£he 
vagaries the mime faces are only sketched 
in space: the audience must fill in the 
details. But the mime, Marcel Marceau, 
has taught us how "V - { 
• • • * -
-Tickets arc available for Marcel 
Marceau's 8 p.m. Tuesday, performance in 
Municipal • Auditorium. All seats afe 
reserveS 'Tfclcets cosfand are 
available at Hoggs Auditorium Box Office 
until 6 p.m., and the Municipal Auditorium 







THE MEDIEVAL 1 
MALLEUS MALEFICARUM 
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PLUS SALVADOR DALI -
LUIS BUNUEL 
"ANDALUSIAN DOG" (UN 
CHIEN ANDALOU) 
SOUTH SIDE 
"BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 
SHOW STARTS 0USK« 
"They Call 
WEST SCREEN 
A JOHN BOOBMAN FILM 
llarrino JON VOIGHT • BURT REYNOLDS 
•ANAV1SION* - TECHNICOLOR* 
rom Warner Bros . 
INTERSTATE THEATRES TRANS*TEXAS . • _ 
IH3I0H E L D  ,  
IBOOHucMkMn^raBGU OVER REDU«DW|«CKtTI16:15| P A R A M O U N T  W 2 b . ' i  C O N C R F S S  A V F N '  F '  
-fl.w !» <» p 
2:45-5:05 






3 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS INCUIDINO BEST ACTRESS 
[SON and ELI WALLACE 
ACTVTo 
A new instructional program in the 
language of signs called "Time for Sign$," 
will be carried by Austin Community Televi­
sion, channels 2 and 10 at 7 p.m. Wednesdays. 
Ms. Helen Ross Sewell; who is deaf, will be 
the program instructor for 53 lessons. 
"This is the first time that sign language in­
struction has been on TV for the viewing 
public," Ms. Sewell said recently. 
"Although the instructional program is 
primarily for children, at the Texas School for 
the Deaf, we hope to communicate with the 
people in the community. It is my hope that 
people can see and learn a few of the signs 
and be able to at least say hello to a deaf per­
son in sign language," Ms. Sewell said. 
"We have had a receptive response from 
the community, although it is fairly early to 
tell. We received a call Thursday from an 
elderly woman who has a deaf sister. The 
sisters had tried to learn sign language from 
a private teacher but found it too costly. They, 
told us they very much wanted the program 
to continue on the.cable," Ms. Sewell said. 
. "One of the complaints from deaf students 
was the program was geared at too slow a 
pace, but the reason for this is we also want 
to reach the viewing public who know nothing 
of signlanguage," Ms. Sewellexpl^ined 
. "There is a real need to standardize sign 
language in the state of Texas. We feel that 
the best way to do this is through our instruc­
tional program. We also want to spread the 
use" of new signs that have been adopted," 
Ms. Sewell said. 
The Texas School for the Deaf is planning 
to add a program to "Time for Signs," to be 
called "Focus," which will emphasize career 
awareness and attempt to show children what 






710 E. Ben White 
444-2296 
NORTH SCREEN 
Sfr T T E m 
7  1 9  ' * »  . E M  
JOHN WAYNE 





16400 BO T H !  Rnd — 4654933 




JOSEPH BOLOGNA m 
PLUS 
. OPEN 7:00 FEA. 7:45 -
$1.00 til SHOWTIME "LAST 
DAY" 




BEST PICTURE I 
WINNER OF 3 
ACADEMY AWARDS 
(Editor's Net*: Donton and Dawn Spiv*y, 
who prapaml thh column, an local atlrologtri 
tpoclolliing In natal chartt, ponotral lnto>-
viowt. analysjt ami astrology dassos.) 
ARIES: A lot of energy is directed toward 
matchiog your physical appearance 
to your personality. 
TAURUS: The feeling that more stability 
is required regarding your present 
temperament and disposition per-
~r SiStS. 
GEMINI: You could tend to be over­
sensitive about your background/ 
fami|y or nation today. 
CANTO): An agpressiye mood now In­
spires your personaiity and affects 
your public standing and honor. 
IEO: An ambition to realize unity how 
motivates you to form partnerships 
towards that end. 
VIRGO: Reason and compassion are im­
pressed upon your subconscious. 
"This could bring about unusual ar­
tistic achievements. 
UBRA: A love of harmony brings to your 
home situation also a sense of order. 
SCORPIO: An intense, inward transforma-
tion brings about regeneration and a 
x'S new cycle to deal with. 
SAGITTARIUS: The unorthodox and 
revolutionary dominate your 
homefront. A relationship with an 
. authority figure is beneficial. 
CAPRICORN: A dynamic, aggressive per-
'sonality will bring to pass a spiritual 
realization regarding "home life." 
AQUARIUS: An inward discovery that a 
sense of balance Is necessary to live 
and grow occurs. 
PISCES: A mystical experience changes 
yotir professional philosophy and -





1500 S. PLEASANT VALLEY RD 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 444-3222 
REDUCED PRICES 
TIL 6 P.M. 




2 4 0 0  G U A D A L U P E  S T R E C '  
A U S T I N  4 4 2 - 5 7 1 9  
?:30 so cogP E S S  A v  
NO BARGAIN MATINEE • NO PASSES  ̂ "1 
FEATURE 5:45. 7;30, 9:15 ~ _ 
DAY> f*OM THE INTERNATIONAL BEST-SELLER OF THE 
SAME NAMEH 





, LAST DAY "DAY FOR NIGHT" 
0PIH1 J0-$1.00 til 6 (un. 











im WAY WE WERE 
IBS ICOmmeiA PICTURES ftASTAR PRODUCTIONS fm--
M5 ARMSTtRK-SYONEYPOlUCKPntaMi Inrv 
BETTER HURRY 2 PAYS MOW 
INGMAR BERGMAN'S $,.00 
til 6 p.Vn. 
Feature*. 
PETER 80YLE FRED WIUIAMSON 
WCTIiW.'i MISTOH mr 10 
fa»npunt Pictures ftaenu A Sagnanus Ptodunion 
$1.00 HI 4 p.m.| 
Ftahtfei 
I' 5:45 -8 
A„. ' C ̂45 ^ A Paramouru Picture : "~<M5 
El izabeth Taylor 
Ash Wednesday' 
• INQQUOR 
a film about 





AT THE _ 
FUTURE. « -
fWSody "Diane 
cAUeî  ̂  %aton 
STARTS WED.! VARSITY ,5, 
•- film three times; 1 shall see it1 
at least as many times more.; 
'PURE POETRY! * New York Magazine| 
JUt.CS SUCK « WISH titNCH gilMM Ml MM» SmCUUA FD.M 
RICHARD ^IUZABITirrlTET0r~ 
BURTON, TAYLOR 0T00LE 
A U S T I N  STARTS WED.! 
AS ENTEKYAINING 
AND INTERESTING 
A MOTION PICTURE 
AS CAN POSSIBIY 
BE MADE* 
•••THE BEST FILM _ 
ABOUT POP MUSIC ';-
l-VE EVER SEB«J 
F*»Utrtng tlx prtvltnttly UIHM ffr* pfformancit from IVSt to 1970, 
Including Urn Mowterwr, lt» of Wtglit, mnd Woodttoek Fauhalt 






J7QO_WEST ANDERSON LANE TELEPHONE 451-8352 
H 7|»c 
VILLAGE .. . . 
NOW OPEN! 
AUSTIN'S NEWEST FOUR 
SCREEN THEATER...' 
CONVENIENT TO ALL OF 
AUSTIN 








m ^ lTUeSd8ii a'#4.™E WXAN • 
[jmj\ TECHNICOLOR* 
««MlPigtejionilBcO:: 
NQJEDUCIRPLLCES • PASSES SUSPENDED 
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Charlie Chaplin stars in "Tht Cure," on '-Vwylunny'̂ il 
to be broadcast at 7 p.m. Tuesday on channel 9. IS' 
Michael 
"Mass," 
Mum* pkiys the Celebrant in Bernstein's 
at 7:30 P>>n. Wednesday on channel 9. . 
'Kungr-Fuis Exemplifies Severe Lack of Realism 
->\± r- V'-J'if O.. IUV J^»im.rrvii-ivm - « • . ~ T. ' * .l""11" J ' '"~" ' By ANN GUNTER 
WHSlirr£ates"nie aboutihe character'<rf Caine ik "Kung^ 
Fu" is the look of pained and confused love that quivers-
behind.his eyes whenever he knows he is about to perpetrate !, 
some act off violence on a fellow human being. 
He/reminds me of a chihuahua shivering in fear of a > 
beatmgv-J^is kicks and blows are delivered with such 
equanimity and so little malice that I am left wondering 
from where he dredges up the energy to discharge them, if 
not from anger or a sense of outrage. I perceived neither." 
Besides this dearth of realism, the show suffers from 
acute stereotypitis and weatherbeaten scripting. The 
characters surrounding Caine are the same ones who sur­
rounded Roy Rogers: the emotionally constipated greedy 
rich, the salty old gals with hearts of gold, the soulless 
gibbering, character disorders. v 
The plot, consisting of the bleached and weathered televi­
sion triad of conflict-hero-rescue, usually has some in-
novations, but their believability is constantly undermined 
by the producers' insistence on a happy ending. For exam* 
pie, in one recent episode, five prostitutes fell heft to a juicy 
television-
Hollywood legend Gloria 
Swanson makes her television 
debut in "Killer Bees," an 
offbeat drama that airs at 7:30 
p.m. on channel 24. 
6:30 p.m. 
' 7 Hee Haw , 
24 J Dream of Jeannie 
7 p.m. 
9 Very Funny . 
•. '> 24 Happy Days 
36 Adam-V2 
7:30 p.m. .....r.. 
7 Hawaii Five-O ;; 
$4.Movie: ''Killer B^es^7" 
36 Police Story 
8:30 p.m. •. .' 





AC 21 7:30 p.m. 
9 p.m. • • •. -
24 Marcus Welby; M.O. ' 
36 American Bag 
10.p.m. 
7, 24, 34 News 
9 Country Music Spectacular 
10:30 p.m. •. ... ' 
7 Movie; "Cannon" 
•„ 9 The Advocates 






Beer $1.25 / 
INCITES IDi 
piece oflandjBhich J»as.c0gete44^a-greedy-townsmana«d" 
his vigilante group (their cause: no more "womanizing" vin 
the area). 4 • 
.. THE VIGILANTES were all set to barn the girls' house 
down and kill them if they didn't surrender the land. Caine 
stumbled into the girls' trouble and proselytized meekly 
about how money couldn't bring truth into one's life. ,gi 
The girls held firm, determined to be rich. So Caine went 
through a harrowing 72 hours to rescue them and their in-
heritance. Saiar'so good. But after the rescue, all five of the 
erstwhile hussies experienced a preposterous conversion to 
Caine's simple ideology and decided all to become farmers. 
If they hadn't decided to farm the land instead of selling it 
as they had planned, I might have believed them capable of 
some future spiritual conversion, via the disillusionment 
which reliance on money nearly always brings. The flavor of 
the script innovations was sapped right out by this hard-
headed demand for a happy ending. 
: AS FOR CAINE, barefoot ethereals like him may well 
have floated around the Old West, but it Is doubtful that he 
would have "had sd many adventures calling for his 
philosophical and martial expertise. Of course, this is 
always a^roblem in any single-hero adventure series — 
there mu^st be action revealing some dominant 
Borbra Stroliond »*ort as DoBy Levi in the $20 mMRon 
film, "Hello Dolly," at 7 p.m. Thursday on channel 7. 
ylll| ;• 
^BiaracterTsfi?"of the hero. But why does -Caine never -
sidestep trouble? -r „ 0̂ 0? 
Also, from what we see of.his;b^»oodr,^w&^^^i!i'4' 
Undo Ronstadt tings "teve Has No Pride" on "In 
Concert," a» 10:30 p.m. Fridays channel 24. -
to life's cruelty and inequity only in the form of metaphors. 
; Yet he sets out for the American West with all its atrocious 
1>arbarousness fully armed to emerge successful from every 
cerebral and physical conflict. The scriptwriters have yet to 
„ convince this writer of the validity of any training which oan 
such meek aplomb. Perh^psvmQj;e of the 
^iype trances are in order/, -1\ $!»• 
*'V It might, Bowever, be possible to suspend oneY disbelief 
i'while watching "Kung Fu'' if it were not for those beaming, 
:all-is-resolved endings, For it seems to me that the entire 
•characterization of Caine precludes happy endings, if for no 
other reason that any story dealing with the mysteries of 
ttShao Lin should end with a question, 
—'ctW ^ * * ~ 
'2915 Guadalupe 
presents • 
tag yovr favorite B»»r and Wine C 
Sangria, and 31 varieties of Pizza* 
'' tonight thru Saturday. -
4764394 2915 Guadalupe 




tOrti RECORD WEEK 





1 t 2  
IndTTSKT  ̂
_ SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE 
1 RLM FOR $1.25 BOTH FOR $2.00 
•m WALKABOUT 12:45-4:30-8:15 
CITIZEN 2:30-6:15-10.00 . 
ALKABDUT 
"AN EXCITING AND 
EXOTIC ADVENTURE!'' 
THE BIG ACADEMY AWARi 
NOMINEE SHOWCASE 
-ludlth Cfltl. NBC-TV 
Pi® 
COLOR BY DELUXE* 





• NO COVER • 
BEVOS 
. West Side Tap 
Mixed Drinks , 
24th and Rio Grande : 
AUSTIN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
& 
1:00 pK 
. Walter Dudoux, Conductor 
AAlClTael̂ HOIJSTPMLni, f|̂  wiMMT 1973 Vn QAotii iMipMitltiiH' 
HOWMATED 





WEEKDAYS AT 6:15 




1 WALKABOUT w-S 
J 12:45-4-̂ 04:15 
1 CITIZEN -12:304:15-10:00 
.. nWl HWIVAI.WIXXKHi _ 'ijp •'' ttt trrfit wwt<'riltrf l*rt& 
ttlNVRHWlMLV^#^ 
.MuilKKrnuriWMIWfe;:;. 
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and FILMWAYS. INC. pnadM 
JACKUEMNO*I 
In A MARTIN RANSOHOFF Production 
I co-starting JACK GILFORD 
Lk.COlO« PRINTS BVMCMtLAB 
, ' AiWwMdurtti 





; a limited number of tickets- will be' available to optional fee . 
t iwlders for 50* through the 
Cultural Entertainment Committee" oil Hit Texas Union. 
| SHOWN WEEKDAYS AT 8:00 p.m 
€~l L, Studenttickets $1., 
Hogg Box Office/10-6 faily/February 22-28 
$1.00 til 5 p.m. WON.-f RI. 
Riverside Twiiv CiiveMa 
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The Cultural Entertainment Committee of the Texas Union 
presents ' 
'2 DANCE THEATRE 
Sunday/March 3/Municipal Auditorium/8:00PM 
Mondqy/March 4/ Municipal Auditorium/800PM 
vffree to optional fee holders tickets available February 25 
;y^5, $4. $3 generaLadraissio t̂iGkets-available febwary " 
- Box Office/10-6 daily .'For information 471-1444 
T 
Lecture-demonstration, Tuesday, March 5 Texas Union Main Ballroom I1.-00a.rn 
Master class, Tuesday, MaroH S Texas Union Main Ballroom 260 
i-S'j ̂ BUS SCHEDULE 7:00 & 7:30  ̂:Sg 
letter, Kiniolvlng, Co-Op 25' Exact Change Required 
IV* I t 








"Funny enough tor-alt a statu»L" 
—TIME MAGAZINE 














































15 word minimum ' *,* v 
EftCh word tine time ' ' ¥ 10 
E a c h \ w o r 0  2 * 4  t t m e v . $  . 0 9  
Each word 5-9 t«mes .% :07 
E^adh word 10 or more timefr-^.S .06 
Student, rate each iifpe^ .75. 
Cta&vfied Display ,t, 
I col; x one "inch onet.ime%'$&.S2.9t-. 
•lifcoJ: * onfe inch 2-9 hmeVv*A& -$J-W 
l  co t  x f  one  me t *  t o  o r  
more times •*.,£ \ $2 37 
OCADUNI $6t6DUU 
Mmiay T*v** ffMay 2:00 ^.m.. 
ion Fv«iMy 
Ttivnday Tfeian Wtdnmdoy 10:00 o.m. 
Friday Tuoti Thuniday 10:00 a.m. 
H6bs EcBs^iejapssssm 
"In ilw «vtnt «l «iT«n mod* m on 
•dvtftiMmnt. imm«dkrtt iwhtt mutt te 
9«v*n orrttt publnlwi of* rMpwuWi f*r 
only ONE incoftocl mMrhM. An doimt for 
od|u»tmon>« tKowld bo^mod* not latt« 
thon 30 doyi «fttr pwbltcofion." 
• LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 words or less for 75' the 
first time, 5' each ad­
ditional word. 1 col. x one 
inch: each time $2.37. 
. "Unclasstfteds^—1 line~ 3 
ttmes SI.00 (Prepaid, No 
Refunds). Student must 
show Auditor's receipt ana 
pay in advance in TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 ( 25th & Whitis) 
from,'8 a.m. to 4:S) p.m. 
Vlonday through Friday. 
m 
PHONE 471-5S44 IVIOIM, THRU 











FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. 
• WE RENT AUSTIN 
Your time is valuable 
/"'Our service is free 





^ . I . P .  
A P A R T M E N T S  
33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful Studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
N?w contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool/ cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically r educed ̂ Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
•f 
FOR SALE APTS. 
MUSIC MAKERS 
; We make pro DEMO tapes 
oft 2 or 4 track. 
'-—515 hon our studia -
ACME REC. CO. 
. 441 rl 550. 
H a s  
1801 
vacancies, 1' and 2 
bedroom 
South Lakeshore Blvd.; 
Phone 442-6668 " 
Why waste time oh %£ity bus? 
Walk to class. Old .Main 
Apartments. Unique efficien­
cies andToneT.l>^rooms.T5ffi 
.. and Pearl. Furnished. All Bills 
Paid. $125 and up. 477-0770. 
SOUTHS®! 
S H O R E  
^f$RJM?NTS : 
("J s fe-" t1 
Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom ...aoartments. 
Offer trie solution to 
your housing. 
• The South Shore's: central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
- :• Come by and see our new efficiency and 
, I bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shag 
lj carpeting, accent wall, modern fur-
. mtiM-B, plus an mdtyfdoai (fectc oveiroiik-
. my the water. - ; 
From $145 — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
444-3337 
TWO BLOCKS g 
T O  C A M P U S  
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies,; 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets i 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
> 405 East 31st 
472-2147, 476-2633 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
FURN. APARTS. 
NOW LEASING new efficiency apart-
ment. One temester or longer. 
? $135/month. All bills paid. 2700 Manor 
Rd.; 477^118." 2504 Manor Rd.; 474-2201. 
MINI APARTMENT/.Open beam cell-
Ing, shag carpet throughout, all built-in 
1 kitchen, color coordlnated.CA/CHpool, 




r bills paid. 452-5533, 




STEREO DEAL FOR 
YOU. 
203 East 19th 476-6733 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4010 N. 
Lamar, 454-4877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1424 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in-
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke • Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 47S-7331. 
WE RENT CAMERAS, lenses, strobes, 
tripods, projectors. Polaroids et cetera. 
Rental Department, Capitol Camera 476-
3581. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% OFF. Canon Ftb 
fl.2, list $534 only $282. CameraObscura, 
478-5187 evenings. BankAmericard. 
Mastercharge. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
" SHOP, l7T6 Sart Artfomo, 47t«2I. Tues.-" 
Sat. 10-4. 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
WalkT>r bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
$124 bills paid 
451-2592 477-3651 
WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - unit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
L E  M A R Q U E  
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies' 
(115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool, suhdeck, fully carpeted,-cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 . 452-8006 
Central Properties Inc. 
WALK T6 CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH. pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st / 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
ORNATE BRASS BEOS. Polished, with 
• ?ide railings; Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
73 WHITE DODGE van. Power steer-
ing, power brake*, radio, carpeted. 
Sears steel belted radial tires. $2,695, ~ 
451-4774. 
AUSTIN-HE A LEY 3000 MKIII. 
Restored, earnest inquiries only, please. 
476-1476 afternoons. 
TEAC 4010 F reel recorder, automatic 
reverse. Dual 1212 turntable. Pickering 
cartridge. Priced to sell. 4S3-8615. 
SAVE GAS and have furif Fiat 124 don--f 
vertible. Excellent mechanical condi­
tion. New top, 30 mpg. 453-8615: 
MOBILE HOME, 1T x 44', 2 Mdroom. 
CA/CH, carpeted, unique, excellent con­
dition. Extras. UT Park after 5 p.m. 476-
5437 
1972 FIAT 850 Spider. 12,000 miles. $3,-
006 AM/FM radio, 443-6804. 476-4528. 
SCHWINN CONTINENTAL, bicycle of 
superior quality. For trouble-free 
transportation. Just $95. Phone 447-4217. 
'71 ROTARY MAZDA R100. 10,000 miles 
on motor. Perfect mechanically. $1,-
550.00. After 8:00 p.m. 478-3682 Wayne. 
1970 NORTON Roadster. Good condition. 
—•$830. 454-1767. ' 
PRAKTICA LLC 35mm SLR SOmmFlJ 
Can use Penfax Lenses. Very good con-
diton, about $175. 451^5405 after 7 p.m. 
PIONEER CS-77A S, $220 pair; Sansui 
2000X, $200, 472-9889. 478-$8U. Leave 
message. Jim. 
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Trade for Yamaha 
360 Enduro or 1972 350 Kawasaki Street. 
444-5938 evenings 
SALE ON Mexican woolens, blankets, 
panchos. lots of other nice things. The 
First Grade, 701 West 24th, 11-5 Monday-
Saturday. 
20-PLUS MPG, '69 vw Fastback, 
automatic radio, 50,000 miles, $1300 
negotiable. 476-1432 after 6 p.m. 
TANGLEWOOD 
WEST 
r«.A»'Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. $190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
• Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One large bedroom 
apartments. CA/CH, 
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
covered parking, laundry. 
ABP $142.50 
477-8146 2101 Rio Grande 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every * 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from S125. 1507 Houston Street. . 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533* 
ELEVEN POOLS — 
EFF., I and2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for $120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 




Huge 1 & 2 Bedrooms furn. or unfurn. 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 452-
3202, 474-2433. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
POSADA DEL NORTE' 
Save money. CojneJive wilh u^. Forthe -
next ttiree weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, oin; dnd two bedrooms, ffats a'nd 
townhousev Shuttle bus. 
451-8155 459-9443 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Sgcjusiofi 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern turniture, accent wall and con-
venient centraHocation. 
1 Bedroom 
S145 UnfurnTshed'" i!60 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
$1^3 unfurnished S198 furnished 
All Bills Paid . 
600 South First St 444-0687 
THE SAXONY 
Come by and see our large, comfortaole, 
totally electric apartments. Spacious 
grounds with lots of grass and parking 
Our pool is surrounded by a beautiful 
courtyard with an aioining club room. 
THE BLACKSTONE 
$64.50/month 
Apartment living '/j block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates. 
2910 Red River " 474-5431 
A Paraaon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart. ofUT 
area. I block to shuttle. $149.50 




SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more information, call 
454-9475.' • . 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra,large two 
bedroom,, two bath apartments. ABP. 
Most outstandlng a.parfmenfs ln the ufl-
Weriify area! calf Rod Wefsel at 472-
8941 or 4724253. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. l bedrootJv 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-4533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SIX BLOCKS from Law School; 2 blocks, 
shuttle. .bus. One. bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 472-3995. 
- MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all-built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-4533,454-44J3. Centre! 
Properties Inc. 
ONE BEDROOM STUDIO, fully 
carpeted, built-in kitchen, balcony off of 
bedroom, pool, V/i baths. Convenient to 
campus and Highland Mall. Available 
unfurnished $150, furnished $155 bills 
paid. 701 North Loop. 454-3837, 451-4533. 
Central Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficlen-
cies. Nice pool area, Study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From S139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 476-2433. Barry 
Gillingwater Company —•—:—i 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedro«m_J 
with built'ins. vaulted ceilings. Small 
comlhriunlty living; $139.50 plus electrici-' °' 
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871; 474-2433. 
Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
& 2 bedroom with alt the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 110$ Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 474-2433. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
FRIENDLY PEOPLE. Large 2-2 In 
small community. Just a walk to UT 
with beautiful courtyard and pool. From 
$200 ABP. 803 West 28th. 472-4480, 474-
2433. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $.129.50 
'Includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0984, 474-2433. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2402 Wheless Lane. 924-4202, 474-
2433. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
NO RENT till February 1. 4 blocks cam­
pus. All bills paid. One bedroom, $150. 
474-3447. 2408 Leon. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from-S139.S0 plus electricity; 807 West' 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 474-2433. 
$115 SECLUDED one bedroom fur­
nished. AC, close to campus and shuttle 
bus, small quiet apartments.Water-gas, 
cableTV paid. 4® East 45th, No. 111.452-
1435 or 451-4533. Central Properties Inc. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand new two -
bedroom apartmerlfs, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit:—Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students, 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. ! 
NEAR HIGHLAND MALL. One and two 
bedrooms, CA/CH, appliances, laundry, 
pool. From $119.50. 453-7034, 454-5238. 
• i.I i i ' C 
NO LEASE one and two bedrooms. Fur­
nished and unfurnished. $129. and up. 
5404 Roosevelt. 454-9848. 
PEACEFUL"WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 474-2433 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bed,room. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. ' * -
WALK TO CAMPUS; huge efficiencies 
....1125 plus electric, ca/ch, adequate park- " 
ing, nicely furnished. Barranca Square, 
910 West 24th. 451-6533. Central Proper­
ties Inc. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut­
tle. Two locations, two designs. 38th and ' 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From $U9-$124 plus elec­
tricity. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
454-8576, 472-4162, 476-2433. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4142. 
You Belong "At 
EnglishAire^ 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms; furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
bea water polb pooland hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
•now! From $145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
HELP WANTED 
TRAIN N OW for you r 
SUMMER JOB. Young men, 
•women who are willing to 
learn and wdrk during your off 
hours. This could be the start 
of something good. Excellent 
training and top money could 
lead you to the kind of full-
time job during the summer 
where you could afford to 
year's tuition. Desire will 
overcome all obstacles. So call 
454-4841 for an appointment 
with Mr. Patton. 
WANTED TYPING 
It®; 
BUY, SELL . all types girley magazines-
books-records-gultars-stereos-radlos- • v 
jewelry-musical instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress, 
Downtown. 
' ART CLASSES ^ 
* Beginning Feb. 23rd on Sat. In my home. 
Tentative Schedule: Reasonable Tuition 
. 3-5 yr olds - 10 30-12 00 
4-8 yr. olds - 1:00-2:30 
9-12 yr. olds - 3:00-5:00' 
.Just North of 27th. % 
Guadalupe >?-"*' 
M. B.A-
«!."? ^Typing, Multilithing, Binding .r 
















NORTHEAST, Huge one ami two 
bedroom. Complete Kltchewns, lots of 
storage. From $l!5 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan Hlgh School) 
454-1583, 474-2433. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
$134 ONE BEDROOM. Enfield-Baylor. 
Mahogany paneled, balconies, snag, 
pool. Sao Paulo Apts. One block from 
GAIN rtRST HAND corporation ad­
ministrative experience in special flnan-
. cial relaled .fask. Hours iiexible accor-
ding to your class schedule. Must be 
Junior or Senior undergraduate in ac­
counting o< in graduate school. Pay is $3 
- to $3.50/hour depending upon education 
and experience. Call A.P.C. Industries, 
inc. Phone 258-1651 and ask for Mrs, 
Joyce Palfreynan. j 
UNCLASSIFIED 
with or without pictures.;; 
2 Day Service 
3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
shuttle, 15th, Pease Park, Tavern; 476-
4999, 474-5072. 
UNF. HOUSES 
IMMACULATE 3 BEDROOM, Vfi bath, 
shag carpet, CA/GH, stove, refrigerator, 
$190: 1910 Palo Duro. 327-1590. . , „ 
ON SHUTTLE, North UT. 3 bedroom/lVi 
bath. $200. Available March first. 
Responsible persons, 345-3083; 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
LANIER HIGH AREA, Two bedroom, 
CA/CH, shag, fences. Only $140. 8804 
Redfield. .459-8544. 
ROOMMATES 
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 1 
Fountain person and; Carhop wanted to 
work noon runs. Excellent position for 
college students due to the scholarship 
program the company offers. Apply 
between 5-7 p.m. dajly at 1003 Barton 
Springs Road." • -'
COLLEGE GRADUATES 
Male or female. Minimum edication re­
quired - graduating senior or graduate -
five figure income with $3,000 bonus dur­
ing the first year, with annual trips to 
Acapulco,: Europe, and Hawaii. Working, 
in areas of colleges and universities. Call 
George Furqueron, Monday through Fri­
day 10:09 8im- ,0 4:"® P m- 477-3757. 
Suzuki J20,-Dependable: $230. 327-2172, 
Moving? Help: $10 a truckload. 258-1891 
Cameras 30%-50% off (new) 478-5187. 
Three afghanma1epups:*836^128 
Polaroid camera, equipment. 444-9815 
Pearson Bow, 40 lbs. 54". 444-9815- . , 
"48 Mustang, ac, at, ps. $895. 472-4940 
Bell Star 7%. Brand new. 447-2741 
Nfft>TC uniform shoes 9M»c 472-1570 
Dick Price Stu. Sen. at Lar. GE PL 2 
Twin bed $12.50 after 5 477-4805. 
T Y P I N G  I I  










Next to Gourmet 
TYPING 
STARK TYPING. Expertehced tfieses, ~ 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and • 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, ~ 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFI ELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books,-
dissertations, theses, reports^ 
-MALE ROOAAMATE needed to share 2 
bedroom apartment, ER shuttle. $75. 
Call 477-4392 evenings. • 
ROOMMATES WANTED to share 
-beautiful house Windsor Road area. $85, 
own room. 474-1717, 475-6279 
STUDIOUS FEMALE Roommate. Share 
one bedroOm/ohe bath. Cloisters, NR 
shuttle. S77.50/mo. 444-8304. 
COOL FEMALE needed: 2 bdrm house, 
ER shuttle, fenced yard. $57.50, '/i E. 
477-4422, Debbie. 
.NOBODY'S EVEN LOOKED. Female to 
share townhouse, Wi bath, three closets, 
IF shuttle. $75 ABP. 452-8285 after 7:00. 
Darned good deal. 
SHARE 3 BEDROOM house north. $40 
month plus bills. Robert, 452-5504 after 
5:30 % 
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 1-1 
apartment. Town Lake. $87.50 ABP. NR 
shuttle. Call Bob, 4-10 p.m., 447-2401 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed quick 
before March 1st rent. SPANISH 
VILLAGE. S75/month. Call 478-0601 
after 5 p.m. 
MALE ROOMMATE needed: Large fur­
nished 2-2 apartment, dishwasher, 
CA/CH, carpeted, $85, % electricity. 477-
2314. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need help to , U1 
sell flowers. Thursday lhrough Sunday. mimeographing. 442-7184. 
Highest paid commission, lowest prices. 





CLEAN, COMFORTABLE room with 
weekly maid service, linens furnished, 
kitchen priveledges, $50 monthly. 1700 
Sallna (off East 19th). Mrs. Rollins.— 
WEST 31st STREET. Very close. Semi-
private bath, kitchen prlveleges. $75. 
477-4498. 
PRIVATE ROOM for Men. Kitchen and 
bath privileges. Close to campus. Call 
452-2361 daytime. 472-2789 after 7:30. Ask 
for Bobbie. 
-FEMALE VACANCY in friendly co-op 
house. Oouble, room and board. 2510 Rio 
Grande. 474-2247. 
SKYDIVE! 
Austin Parachute Center 
PART TIME WORK. S300/per mbnfh. 
Call 452-2758. , 
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS wanted. 
Apply between 9-2. Douglass ' 
Photography. 1104 West 34th. 454-2979. 
% 
HAPPENSTANCE displays and sells 
handmade creative goods. New manage­
ment now offers display space to artists. 
Please brings sample of your work. 2906 
San Gabriel. 10:00 to 4:30 
NEW CLUB Waitresses, bartenders, 
cashiers, and bar boys. Call for an ap­
pointment. 459-8851 or 834-3453. 
PART TIME TRUCK stop attendant 
needed 6pm-6am Friday and Saturday 
night. 6am-6pm Saturday-Sunday. Ken_ 
Welch. 452-4494. 
WANTED SERVICE Attendant for local 
rent-a-car business, full-time hours. 
Must be 21 or over. Start immediately. 
Salary $1.75. Nights - Monday, Tuesday. 
Days WTF. 478-4439. 
DAY BUSMAN/BUSWOMAN. 11-4 part-
time and full-time. Night Hawk Steak 
House. 452-0294. 
EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON for 
ladies sportswear shop20/25hours. App­
ly In person. Crickett Shop. Highland 
Mall. 
CHUCK CARPENTER Associates is 
now taking applications for part time 
and full time employers. Salaries range 
_ from $400-S800/month. 476-7757 
BEAUTIPUCPERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight .available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. EX-
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-4090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
^Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing, near campus. Reports, theses, 
dissertations,. resumes. Copy service 
available. 453-7577. 
TYPEWRITE SERVICE, efficient typ-
ing at reasonable rates. 924-3254. 
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PRS 
typed. Experienced typists. Book yours 
now! Call 474-9312 or 472^5928 after 5. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call before coming. 






2200 Guadalupe, Suite 
220 .. . 
Word Processing - Sfudent 
and Business Typing, Tax 
and Notary Services. 
T H E  C O M P L E T E  
BUSINESS 
SERVICE COMPANY. 
Call 472-8417 Today ! 
• EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
' field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon rib­





THE TEXAS UNION 
COPY CENTER 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F / 
-Union 314 " 
471-3616 ! 
5C copies 











All University and 
business work-
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8, 9-5 
Frl-Sat — 
30A Dobie Center 
A to.Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149 
Theses, Disser.tations. themesr— 
- P.R.'S, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithing, Binding 
Just North of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades 1 
Everything From A to Z 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
. 2707 Hemphill Park 
MISCELLANEOUS 
For information^Please call 
* 272-5711 anytime 
Guadalupe Canoe Livery, 
Rental, sales - Canoes 8> 
Rayaks. We plan float trips on 7 
any river in Texas. Go miles -
Upper Guadalupe mapped for 
float trips UP to 4 days. For IN^l 
^ Xerox or I BAA 
4c COPIES 
Reduction Capability to 24 x 36 
Pictures, Multilith, . . 
Printing, Binding 
NIORS 
DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO SAY ON AN 
~ INTERVIEW? 
CO-ED DORM 
'56 CHEVY hair-ton pickup. Rebuilt '59 
283 engine. Good condition. $495. _ 
— Weekdays after 5, weekendsr Ca» 441- We-are^located-at-l614-Royat-Cresr.~Offly™ 
6109. 
1972 SUZUKI SAVAGE 250 under 600 
miles, excellent condition, best offer 
over $400. 441-8835 after 5. 
PHOTO CLASSES for beginners at The 
Oarkroom. $7.50 for 3-2 hour sessions 
with lab time 454-4034 
ATR~CONDITIONER 24.000 BTU. 
Regular price $500. selling for $125. Call 
my office. Tina Hill at 444-1856 fgr infor­
mation. 
one block south of the Town Lake Shop-
r>»nq Center on East Riverside Drive. 
1 Bedroom SI55-SI75 
1 Bedroom 1 bath SI90-S210 
2 Bedroom 2 Bath S210-S245 
Furnished or unfurnished' 
All Bills Paid 
On shuttle bus 
444-6431 
•JfllocKCampus 
• -Free Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
>Quiel_ 
> Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid. 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 
STEREO: MARANTZ-Dual-Shure,. 
Iar$e ECl's. Only four months old. 
Everything in warranty. Half price. Call 
447-2144. 
RARE AKITA PUPPIES. AKC 
registered national dog of Japan. Priced 
$150 to $225. Call 2*2 2501. 
1944 VW BUS. Hi-performance engine, 
mags, radials. shag, custom interior. 
$1,000. Make offer. 447-3379. 
YAMAHA GUITAR. 
3971. 1118 Gillespie. 
FG-180 $75. 447-
TEN^PEEO BIKES wholesale In box or 
assembled, call 478-4504 after 3:30, 
limited offer. 
• 3Ci—VWr~»300.—RebuHf-engtne,—new-
brakes., generator, tires. Needs some 




I. Dynaco prearnp; 
It. 6oVms 
$120.1*51-
NfcWkAr Mpariments and Townhouses 
under new ownership. 2122 Hancock Or 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
. - ^ . or.oom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
I tats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis-
hw^sher._disposaL;sigQr tqdsor garbage 
pickup, pool, maid service if desired, 
washatena m complex. See owners. Apt 
l131or call 451-4848: 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
1, 2, or 3 bedrooms 
'—«»nfurnlshed — 
• ' .—1—Prom-$1*v sttj " — 
v2 swimming pool|i, playgrounds, 
IRS. on-tov* fine " 
channel TV- 1 
T908 University Ave, 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS 
N>ce 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 3 
mm. from dowfifOwn, 5 tow. from UT. 
Large walK'ins, extra storage# private 
bafcomes. lots of 9lais. Rrom $179 pluv 
£ OAK KNOLL. 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek eotrance^: 4440269/ 476-
26^3. Barry OrUingwater Company 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
MONTAGE APARTMENTS have one 
bedroom- apartments near campus on 
shuttle with independent AC. $134.50. 
2812 Rio Grande. 477-2977. 
LEASE NOW and get one month free 
rent. Furnished or unfurnished 1 
bedroom $130 and up, 2 bedroom, 2 bath 
$170 and op; 2 locations, shuttle bus, 
pool, shag carpet, cable TV, Riverside 
Area. Call 385-4500, 441-0014. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472*4142. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near.campus, and-, 
-shuttle/ convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162. 
S65/PERSON. UT Area. 2 bedroom, 2 
bath, CA/CH, laundry, pool, all utilities. 
477-2608, 476-9813. 
ONE BEDROOM. Quiet neighborhood:— 
One block from UT shuttle. Gas and TV 
cable paid. $l30/month. 4409 Avenue A. 
451-3466. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment,''River 
Hills. $160, will neg 
—anytime.- Please eaH 441-2l8f, 7144-3886.: 
MOVE NOW, take advantage of a fan-
.. tastic bargain. Large one bedroom type 
u apartments. shuttle bwrlM? 
AVAILABLE NOW large l bedroom. 
CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, new 
carpet, $140 plus electricity. The Con­
quistador, 2101 San Gabriel. 472-7744 for 
information. 
$135 TWO BEDROOM triplex, water 
and gas paid. Furnished. Back .Yard. 
formation, call 885-467flT or 
write Box 8, Spring Branch, 
TX_. 7807CT" 
" I ' • 
LEARN TO SAIL 
THIS SPRING VACATION 
i ntensive course, Apr. 1-5. Sailing every- ~ 
day on 44 ft. sloop, overnight graduation 
cruise. ONLY $75/personv VIKING, Box 
421, Port Aransas, Texas 78373 
512^749-5960 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 





42 Dobie Ma 11' 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP 11 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
^ Copies — 
A professional interviewer tells all...My guide tells 
you what questions to expect and how you will be 
evaluated during your interview. Send $2.00 to: J R 
P Enterprises, P.O. Btox 4015> Richardson; Texas 
75080. \ • 
FURN. APARTS. 
FUN LOVING young man eager for 
friendship with coed with similar in­
terests. Write to B.I 
•Marcos, Texas 78666. 




1702 Bauerle, Apt. 1. Come before 
shag - paneling 
aTk-t 
. steps from 
B|LLS PAID. Free 
^ant-walk-ms - batconier 
" Spanish furnishings 
• 2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 476-2633 
" 6arry Gillingwater Con$any /. 
SUBLET 1/1 FURNISHED apartmeW 
through May, $145 ABP, shuttle, pool, 
: maid. 250S Enfield, Np. 23. 4524368. 
THE PRIMAL PROCESS: Contact: The 
Feeling Training Center, P.O. Box 303, 
Wimberley, Texas 78676, 512^847-2410 
LOST & FOUND 
REWARD. Lost Blue Merle COLLIE. 
Grey with black spots. "Matthew." V/i 
•monthss tost 30th; Red River. 454-9344. 
477-3125. 477-0146. Jan. 
LOST LARGE BLACK/Brown 
SheDhrrd-Collie mix. Very lriendty 
Answers, to Bruso. Please return. 454-
9020.. 
REWARD.  G ray  We imerane r  l os t  
around Nov. 15 near Dobie. Male, 
"Kaiser" tag said Highland Vet. 478-
6853. 
$100 -REWARD-Escape 'a felony-no 
questions. Camera, accessories,,, and 
coat. Lost Saturday night taw School 
parking lot. Call 447-1815. 
ROOM & BOARD 
Guadalupe 
s UT MARRIED 
STUDENT APARTMENTS 






Satte Time - Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
PRESS 11 





1 Bedroom furnished $112.00 
^2_BedJ"0Qmunfurnished—-^—$-96^0^ 
3 Bedroom unfurnished 's $ 48.00 ' 
Maximum 55 Ft. ' $ 20.00 
FURN. HOUSES 
_ -POBtEi-Male-or-Female neededtosub--
lease or double room, maid. 478-7534. 
GERMAN HPtrtE: Space for female 
available for spring. $119'monthly. 472-
8005 or 477-8845. 
FURN. APARTS. 
ONLY $110 PLUS Elect**. Like-new ef-
Shuttle bus. No pets. 3805 
Atonuefe 459-8544 
UNEXPECTED VACANCY. Furnished 
*» bedroom, apartment near campus. 
JJtJ ASPMaruKter a .̂ no. 103' 104 East 
M«d 476-S94a 4Sl-I«n, 143-4555 
I  F A C U L T Y "  
" " A N D  S T A F F  
Mrge bedroom duplex towhtiouse in 
c*nven<e<tf Northeast Austin, WD conn 
vaulted, ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walls-ins 44I3B Auburn t24-
4414, 474-2433. Barry G*llingwater Com-
Pany 
*' summir rates -
ApTs 301 W"' 3*,h- Sequoia 
FOR RENT 
5*ENT THESE excellent dormitorystyle 
ISSI"* *!' u'll>tles paid. Furnished. 
> air coodlWoned. 
auto parking avaltable ContAct 
manager at 3310 R«d Rlyer.or phone 47*-
LAKE AUSTIN, quiet country tiving, 
winter- rates, 15 minute* to cam-
pus/downfown. New 1,2, bnd 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. S75.SI40. Rustic lake 
cabin, $70. Mack's Marina. 327-1891,327-
'.1151. •' • 
SUBLEASE 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath fur-
nished house. SMS/month plus bills. Call 
476-2845 after 4r 1 
10 ACRES PASTURE. 10 miles south. 3 
Stalls, $25 f»US water. 447*3459, 
JOB WANTED 
JOYING? My pickup makes the going 
truckload: Ktt. Two loadi: 
-r$20 258-189t 
We specialize in resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. 
"Check Our Low Rates 
2200 Guadalupe 
Juit Across The Street ——rr~? 
, PROBLEM 
_ zr-^»REGNANCY 
Austin AAaternify Counclllng Service 
offers residential and -non-resldentlal 
program. Located 2 blocks frtfm UT 
campus, 510 West 26th 472-9251. 
We nave been In this business for 50.. 
y———-4-:-- yearsr^'^-rr^r' 
THE BUG-INN Volkswagen Shop has' 
moved. New location, 1024 Airport Blvd. 
Guaranteed repairs. 385-9)02 
PERSONAL. COUNSELLOR, all 
problems, international authority of 
parapsychology and: ESP from 
Swltierland. Confidential appointment. 
258-5316. 
PRIVATE KUNd^U karat* "THsons 
, available at  ̂low rate. Call 473-4272 after 
7:00 p.m. i 
P.O. 
Apply: Housing and Food Service Office , 
Kinsolving Dormitory - 26th St. entrance ' 
Box 766^ Austin, 78712 
Telephone: 471-3136 -
DON'T SWEATHT 
We Can Help You Find The 
Right Apartment. Where you want it, 
arid at the right price! Our service, 
is, free, we're waiting for youc-cali^,. 
m&u 
mm? 













m By CHERRY JONES 
s8& Texan Stiff Writer 
Final plans for ad 
Workers Protest of Xut Hours 
& 
ministering mone"y "ap­
propriated from the Available 
Fund for minority 
scholarships, will be ready for 
implementation within two 
weeks, Robert Marion7, 
University assistant to the 
vice-president, said Monday^ 
The University System 
Board of Regents Feb. 1 ap­
proved a recommendation 
from University President 
Stephen H. Spurr to ap­
propriate $400,000 over a fcur­
ve a r p e r i o d f r om • t H ^ 
A v a i l a b l e '  
scholarships 
students. The 
session. Thursday, but no ' 
plans ,were raader^ 
I . - . - .  
Fund for 
to minority definite 
. appropriation - Marion said. - „ v. 
rfaaSniPPTedJd6spitetheIack Another meeting Will be* 
schoKl held this week "to get to the 
s c h o l a r s h i p s  ^ s p e c i f i c s  o f  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n /  
A regental fcommittee con- ' 
Regents A G. 
McNeese and Frank C. Erwin 
Chancellor Charles LeMaistre 
and Spurr, is in charge of 
developing a plan for ad­
ministering the scholarship 
money and has appointed a 15-
person task force, headed by 
Marion, to work on the plan: 
The task force held its first 
-^meeting, a general planning 
Co-Op Union Files Grievance on Part-Time Limits 
m 
'hisadded^g^M 
• Spurr said University o£« 
ficials hope to begin visiting 
minority high schools tp 
recruit students within two 
weeks. 
The Co-Op Workers Union filed a grievance com­
plaint m response to a reduction of part-time 
employment hours at the Co-Op Monday with Sterl­
ing Swift, Co-Op vice-president and chief operations 
officer. • 
Swift had sent -a memorandum ti> department 
managers in mid-February requesting they volun­
tarily reduce the number of part-time employe 
hours to 22 hours per week in selling departments 
and 12 hours per week in nonsales departments. 
were 1^ hour?," Rosemary Coffman, "Union 
spokesmajn_and Co-Op_employee, said Monday, "Ey-f^iWe're trying to get a S percent dividend id the-
limiting working hours to 12 and 22 respectively, students this year and 
max-
, members objected to an alleged violation 
Officials' frorri 'the' ad­
missions office, financial aids 
office and ethnic student ser­
vices are included on the task 
force. 
"m 
of an "availability of hours clause" in their five-
year contract, which guarantees a minimum 
number of working hours to employes when enough 
work is availably * J '-4* . * 
"Minimum working hours stated in the contract 
in j n mi iiiiiiiiwwi—wi—imtf 
the management has in effect es< 
"Every year for the past 30 yea^f^-tfrne pay 
hours have been cut according.to the season," Swift 
said. "Mid-semester we~just<jon't need as many 
people. The cutbacks, this year are no more than in 
past years." 
A managerial shift in December resulted in the 
creation of a co-managership position for Swift: His 
salary, he said, caused reallocation o{ funds as did a 
30-cent retroactive pay increase approved in the 
new contract, negotiated last summer, i 
" When y«u have a payroll of thousands of .dollars 
Every week, *30,000 for three months will only,: 
jut 
"SHSHSHHEW 
stretch so far among 2? clepartments," Swift said, 
i     9  i i  . 
t i    really don't want to endanger 
that." . \ 
Co-Op Board Chairman Kenneth Olm pointed out 
that the Harvard University Co-Op, which the 
University Co-Op is modeled after, solved a similar 
problem -by phasing out student dividends. 
"AS 4 Co-Op we have an obligation to make 
available books and supplies to the students at the 
moist reasonable cost," Swift said. "Wedo that with 
our buy-back program apd the student, rebate, .We 
don't want to stop that's^ 
If .union needs aren't satisifed, it will file suit, 
Coffman said. But department managers have 
taken a wait-and-see position, proposing an evalua* 
tion of the program in 60 days* " 
ications 
Friday "is the deadline for 
prospect ive^Unive r s it y 
freshmen to apjSly for finan­
cial aid for the 1974-1975 
academic year. 
The application deadline for 
students, currently enrolled in 
the University and transfer 
students is May 1. March 15 is 
the deadline for applying for 
summer school aid. 
Interested students should 
contact the Office of Student 
Financial Aids for further in­
formation and application 
forms. » \ 
Placement Test 
Results of advance place­
ment tests taken Jan. 7 to 11 
and petitions for credit by ex­
amination will be available 
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tues-
day through Friday in the 
Academic Center lobby. 
New freshmen who entered 
in January should pick up 
results of the College En­
trance Examination Board 
Achievement Tests. 
Results and petitions will 
not be mailed as announced 








preparation and information 
a t tih e R o s e w o od w'^ deliver a one-hour lecture 
Insurance Day ij 
Insurance Day is Tuesday, 
and Campus events will be 
sponsored by the University 
Insurance Society, Texas Life 
Insurance .Association, Texas 
Legal Reserve Officials 
Association and the College of 
Business Administration. 
Joe Christie, chairman of 
the State Board of Insurance, 
fill 
Neighborhood Center, 1309 E. 
12th St. 
The "ghort" Form 1040 A 
will be prepared from 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. weekdays. Other 
forms will be prepared from 
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. Thursdays 
and from 10:20 a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. Saturdays. 
Interested residents can ob-
tain information by contacting 
Eleanor White or Willie 
Drisdale, center director at 
472-6882. 
j on "The Insurance Industry in 
Texas — Present and Future" 
at 10 a.m. in Business-
Economics Building 166. * 
A panel discussion on ii» 
surance career opportunities 
f o r  a l l  i n t e r e s t e d  i n -
surancemen, students! staff 
and faculty members will be 
^held from 2 to 4 p.m. in Union. 
. Building 317. 
; Financial Aids 
Central Texas high school 
; counselors will meet Tuesday 
for a student financial aids" 
workshop at „ther Sheraton, 
Crest Inn. , /?>. 
Topics will Include unique 
programs in post-secondary 
education, applying for finan­
cial aid and the American 
College Testing Program. v 
Barbecue Dinner. ' 
^More than 1,300 University 
engineering exes who reside 
in the Austin area are invited 
i to-a barbecue dinner honoring 
Alexander Fredrick Claire of 
the College of Engineering' at 
6:30 p.m. Tuesday at the 
Tracor Cafeteria. 
- For information call 471-
3395. - -—- ——:— 
Ombudsman 
wMm 
the Vice-President for Student 
Affairs, Main Building 121. 
Applicants should have at 
least senior hours and an in­
terest in problem solving and 
administrative procedure. 
The deadline is March 8. 
. Applications for 1974-75 
University ombudsman are 
being accepted in the Office of 
fip Jnlprmatioh e*tf-J«#Y 
Jordan Smith at 47l-$319. 
tKWOHNUTt ANO OjffW will be sold from 
* ,0 '0.'M:a.tri;'wwkd#^s^innirifl 
WM,Tuesday' -In the Studeht-Pacultyr 
Staff l^ounB* on the tecond^flobr-bf" 
Ut»lon - :Bvltdtng;."C6ffee and' 
fW'Ss doughnuts each will be 10 cents. 
OOVONMINT n$TTOIMNCOUR» OliDIT 
-. , r wlll be flly«n March 13. The deadline 
; to .submit completed registration 
form and tll to th# Measurement 
^^:'and Evaluation-Center, Mli Wichita 
Sl&i4t.. Is S p.m; Tuesday. For Informa­
tion call 471-3032. 
WMTHMORtSWNSDnci will sponsors 
"lectureonMGAt/OATtestwlsenesj, 
'StfbaI; skills and reading com-
v prehension «t 8 p.m. Tuesday In 
EconomlctBulldlng 105. Mrs. 
Joan Curtis from RASSL. will speak. 
MMIIID STUMNT NOUSINO OOUNCK Is 
•"••OUfCIMiNTS > < sponsoring a forum for. candidates 
ACTION recruiters win set up^nformatlon J S for Student' Government presldent 
booths this w«»k In th« Academic -f andvlce-bresldentat7:30p.m. Tues-
Center, the Business-Economics day In the Community Building at 
Building and Robert Lee Moore .^••^'•ihe Gateway Apartments on West 
> Hall. ACTION Is a federal- agency Sixth Street. 
. which administers Pease Corps; MlXtCAN-AMHHCAN CUTUU COMMITTM 
VISTA and other volunteer - 'will sponsor a poetry readings^af 7:30 
> programs. : . > v Jffs^pim. Tuesday in Union Building 104. 
CUlTURAttMTI>T*nilMIN^COMMITtHwHI~i^S%ForrinforiTiatibn'CattrTeresa~'Acbsta 
sponsor a performance of Marcel I j y 477-4898 or Karen Todar at 47&-02J2, 
Marceau at 8 p.m. Tuesday In PAUKYCHOUMV ClASSIS for beginners 
Municipal Auditorium, Tickets are will begin at 7:30 p.m. Thursday and 
; ; available In the Hogg Auditorium xps? a.m. Friday In the YWCA, 405 W. 
Box Office for $4, $5 and it for .•I;:.(;i8th St. For more Information call 
reserved seats, si to optional fee " ""478-9873. 
PHASE I I I  AUSTIN 
TOMORROW • '•  ̂
NEIGHBORHOOD ' 
MEETING Zone 5; 7 to 
p,m, JTuesday at 
D o b i e  J . f > ,  H i g h ^  
' . S c h o o l ,  t ;  1 2 0 0  
Rundbero Lane. 
«AUl Will WJJMWOr « sesslBS"BITennem _ —1—— L Um n , 
»- tratlon and creative time uss at 4 WOM*n UNITB) will meet at 7:30 p.m. 
! pm Tuesday In jester Center A33J Tuesday In Union Building 334 to 
W Pre-enrollment Is not accessary. -work on the agenda for the Inter-
^ RASSL class enrollment will con- national Wom«n'» Day. ~i : 
wj tlnue through Friday from 9 a.m. to - ' . icminaiiS 
i pm. Irt Jester Center A33J. ATOMIC AND MOUCUlAt SIMINAR will be 
* Courses are free and noncredlt. For .. .y held at 3 p,m. Tuesday In Robert Le* 
information call 471-3614. : ,r Moore Hall 10.210. Or. M.V, 
.UflKM ARTS ANO CtAns.CtNin spring.5&4® -WcCusk»r of Yale-University will 
course registration will continue ~ -i discuss "The Fine Structure of 
through March: 9 from noon to 9 30 Molecular Helium." 
p.m. Monday through Friday end WYSICt OOUOQUIUM AND ATOMIC AND 
from.9:30 a,m«tO 5 p.m. Saturday in MOUCUWR SIMINAR will be held at 
it 
cm m 
Union Building 333. For moie infor 
trM matlon call 47l-3ilt; > 
•ARKA WITHUtt will meet at-8 p.m. Tues- v 
. •ji- day at 904 W. 17th St. A free course In 
"The Exploration of Consciousness" 
4:30 p.m. Tuesday: Dr. J. Reuks of 
the University of Nl|m»gen, The 
Netherlands* will 0lscm» "Ccllttion 
Cross Section Measurements with 
Oriented Molecules." 
ITATISTICAl MKHAN1CS SIMINAR will «e 
w 
will be given. held at 3 p.m. Tuesday in Robert Lee 
CHICANO ORADUATI • STUOINTIMoore Hall 7.3M. Or. M. Haggerty 
ASSOCIATION will meet at noon TueS' -- - '• •* 
day in union Building 334, 
, NMRTMINT or OMOOICAl SOINdS will 
meet at 1 p.m. Tuesday,In Geology 
Building 100. Mark Longman, doc-
toral candidate, will speak- on the ' 
i;Sg| - distribution of Permian corals and s 
Its relevance to continental drift. Art 
. Browning, alto a doctoral candidate, 
—-r will discuss•-Permian- perltldal 
.'-i deposition, plymton formation and 
eastern Nevada. 
DUniCATI MIOOI players will meat at 7 , 
•i'i'i&f p.m. Tuesday in the Union Junior 
iMtj: Ballroom. Cost Is 50 cents to -
students, faculty and staff, 75 cents 
Will discuss "Boltimann'i H-
'^4 Theorem end Gravitational Kinetic 
f Theory." 
ITUMNTS OUMR THAN AVIRAOI Will spon-
sor a sandwich seminar at noon 
^• Tuesday in Union Building 203. Dr. 
r- E. Carl. Ha 11 y of the Home 
•; Economics Department will speak' -
on "Consumer Education." i 
UNION IDMS AND issms «OMMITTn Wlir 
^ sponsor a sandwich seminar, at noon 
^ Tuesday In Union Building 104 on 
si -".Television-New* In Awslin/* Doug 
3JS Matthews from KTVV, Richard3® 
?);' Goodman from KVUE and Joe Rod-«af| 






A student Government of­
ficial is in Washington this 
week to lobby for legislation 
of "immediate concern" to 
University students, including-
U.S. Senate passage of the Big 
Thicket national park bill. 
Larry Rubenstein, Student 
Government administrative 
assis tant, wi 11 be in 
Washington through Wednes­
day in connection with the 
-MATH-TUTORING that. you-carLunders-
tand. Semester rates available. 476-0757. 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, Math tutor­
ing. Experienced tutor. Master's 
Degrees-Semester rates avallable. Call 
Martin 441-6141, 
TUTORING IN ENGLISH, ItalianT 
French, Yale English major: Phi Beta 
Kappa 1966. Special interest in writing, 





to Europe, the Middle East, the Far 
East, Africa, or practically anywhere? 
EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS can help you 
find theHeast-expensive way for getting; 
where you want-torgorPhone-oj-tolMree-
at (800 ) 223-5569. 
CONSIDERATE MALE photojournalist 
needs female companion to assist driv­
ing and travel through-Fla., Gra., N.C., 
Tenn., Ala., Miss., and Texas. Sincere 
replvs: P.o. .Box_ 12631, Austln,._Xexas 
78711. Neat Opportunity! ' 
National Student Lobby 
Conference. Rubenstein plans 
to mpet with Texas represen­
tatives and senators in addi­
tion to attending conference 
workshops. 
Student Government Presi­
dent Sandy Kress said Monday 
Rubenstein will concentrate 
his lobbying efforts on exten­
ding the availability of 
federally insured student 
loans and on restoring the 
national airline youth fare 
provision, as well as on the 
Big Thicket biH, already pass-
ed by the House. 
The extension of the federal 
student loan program would 
increase the number of 
students eligible for federal 
funds, as well as encourage 
more ,banks to participate in 
the program, Kress said. No 
major Austin bank currently 
participates in the loan 
SfM^i^ii^nLiberated University will sponsor a rally at 
noon Wednesday on the Main Mall "to demonstrate student^ 
concern about discriminatory practices at the University," • 
Maggie Hernandez, group member, said. 
State Reps. Craig Washington and Ben Reyes of Houston, -
Austin City Councilman Jeff Friedman and John Warfield, 
University director of Ethnic Studies, will speak at the rally. ^ 
"This will be a demonstration of student concern about 
discriminatory practices at the University in regard to. hir­
ing women and ethnic minorities for faculty and staff 
positions and lack of active minority student recruitment," 
Ms. Hernandez said. 
Students for a Liberated University is an organization 
formed to further the interests of minorities on campus and; 
an effort to get the blacks, Mexican-American Youth 
Organization and American Indians together. 
LIVEl ALL WEEKI 
STRAW 
BRIDGE 
HAPPY HOUR MON.-SAT. 3-7:30 




w/tft Byron B«rltne 
» vlfonmHy with tlw Hying Ivrritto Ins. 
^ and ROGER BARLETT 
AilvaiKtd Hchcts Diitewit R«cwd< & .linMHr Samlimi 
mmm 
r !*• 
EViSKtUNE ADMI ED FREE TONITE 
program, he added 
The revival of the student 
youth fare provision would 
allow students to continue to 
fly on a standby basis for half-
fare on commercial airlines. 
Kress said Rubenstein 
would concentrate on only 
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CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
—WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
Once a month Insiae the Daily Texan, you can enter the worlcf of PEARL MAGAZINE. There's a 
full array of features •— storieis, reviews, advertisements, and general good reading for your 
pleasure. PEARL MAGAZINE offers you the humor feature supplement that is complete. So 
watch for February PEARL and don't forget. . .OPEN UP THEM PEARLY PAGES and enj( 
. • . . v . 
!• 
. " V'" ' r, 4 » * J , 





r Use tfils 
2 
handy chart to quickly arrive  ̂ -
at cost. ? 
(15 word minimum) -• 
' 1 
, > m 
Words ' w 
Times Times Times Times Times 
10 v 2Cf 
,;K 1 Cost per word ia 18 35 60  ̂ 1.20 
H1 IS 1,50 2.70 5.25 9.00 18.00 ^ S-
16 1.60 2.88 5.60 9.60 19.20 
1 1.70 3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
ISO 3.14 6.30 10.80 21.60 
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AMPI General Manager 
Denies Direct Knowledge 
Of Document Destruction 
By Texan News services 
SAN ANTONIO -^Significant" 
documents of the Associated Milk 
Producers, Inc., (AMPI) may have been 
destroyed, it was revealed Monday during 
questioning ofthe general manager of the 
,ligation's largest milk cooperative. - - -
^|Dr. George MehYen referred to earlier 
statements by another APMI official, Joe 
Murphey, who said he was, told to destroy 
the documents in 1971. 'p j 
%M V - ' -'*W '* • 
deposition for the Justice Department's 
antitrust suit and'other suits, against 
AMPI. 
r He said files of other AMPI personnel, 
some of which related to political activity, 
were removed from AMPI's Little Rode, 
Aiic., offices and put in his garage. 
, Murphey said he burned the documents 
he was told to destroy in an incinerator. 
He said he does iu>t know what happened 
to the files in his garage. ; ^ 
Mehren said Monday he. had "no direct 
knowledge" of destruction or hiding of 
documents. The government and private 
plaintiffs in the AMPI antitrust suits have 
.been seeking such documents. 
The government alleges AMPI sought to 
control the nation's supply of milk. Some 
of the disclosures in the suits so far have 
related to political activities of AMPI and 
its political arm, particularly its 
relationship with President Nixon's rev 
election campaign. 
Mehren commented in 1972 on ex­
travagance, waste and misdirected funds 
but Monday said that did not include 
anything illegal. ' 
"The story of extravagance and waste 
and misdirected funds prior to mid-' 
January" is almost unbelievable, Mehren 
wrote in an interoffice memo just after he 
took the post He was questioned exten­
sively about the statement Monday by at­
torney Thomas McDade of Houston 
representing Marketing Assistance Plan 
of Texas. 
; Mehren admitted he wfote the state­
ment, but denied several times he had 
ever pinned down the "rumors" of 
kickbacks. Mehren said he had heard 
"talk, talk" of such kickbacks after 
succeeding Harold S. Nelson as general 
manager of AMPI in January, 1972. " 
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•Floating, Free as a bird.^.' 
The grand finale of Yht thifd onnual Albuquwqu# 
International Balloon Fiesta was the mass ascen­
sion of nearly 100 hot-air balloons over the city. 
The four-day eytnt ended Monday 
rnigm 
By BILL GARLAND 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Constitutional Convention recessed 
Monday after a brief session without 
touching fwo issues still smoldering near 
the end of Education Article debate. • 
Houston Rep. Craig Washington said he 
expects to have a vote Tuesday on whether 
to reconsider spreading the Available 
University Fund throughout the Universi­
ty jand Texas A&M University Systems. 
"I CAN GET somebody to move it, but I 
don!t know what the vote will look like,'' 
Washington said. 
Someone who voted against his amend­
ment to spread the funds Thursday will 
have to make the motion Tuesday to 
reconsider the issue. 
Thursday. '-M<• - - ~t~~„ .. % c 
"We're going to linake'a run at' it, "but 
those are pretty powerful folks we're deal­
ing with, and I'm sure they gained some 
votes on the weekend," he said. 
The funding of schools outside the 
University and A&M Systems should have 
the spotlight Tuesday, however, as 
delegates consider the Higher Education 
Assistance Fund. ' 
The Education C^^mittra Ms' pi'Opd^eid 
that all*tate-supported«chools outside the 
two Systems be funded with a yearly ap­
propriation equal to the Available Univer­
sity Fund. 
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — Authorities 
were trying to pin down on Monday 
whether the existence of the American 
Revolutionary Army (ARA) was only a 
ruse used in the kidnaping of Atlanta 
Constitution editor Reg Murphy. _ 
- The alleged abductor has said it was a" 
Countrywide organization with 229 
adheren t s .  - -n f . ,  
"WE HAVE NOT ruled it out, either 
way," FBI agent,Leo F. Conroy said Mon­
day after he was asked whether the ARA 
really exists. ? 
5 Asst. U.S.Atty. William P. Qaffneysaid, 
"There is some information that has to be 
checked out. But as far as probable cause 
to believe there were others, we don't 
have any." 
Murphy, back at his office Monday, said 
the group "exists in the mind of the 
colonel, but if it exists anywhere else, I 
just don't know- I think we will have to 
wait two or three days to see." 
* ^ * television shows 
(Editors Note: A man looking back at After I had gotten free from some hid-
Us own kidnaping doesn't see everything napers and gone home Sunday, Parharn 
as doom or gloom. Editor Reg Murphy's called from Macon. 
first column for the Atlanta Constitution "Art and I went on ddwn to WGTV 
he was ransomed for $700,000 is full Friday for the show. Wherewere you?" 
id humor.) * Joe asked. of goo  .  
By REG MURPHY 
T"'}' \ Editor v:;* 
The Atlanta Constitution | 
As I urns saying when I was so Rudely 
interrupted, the United States ought to 
be a civilized nation. 
It sometimes is not, as I have Horned 
the hard way, but it does maintain a 
great sense of humor in times of 
harrowing stress. 
LAST FRIDAY I wax scheduled to 
meet with Arthur Deck, the president 
of the American Society of Newspaper 
' Editors, and JoeParham, editor of The 
Macon News. We were going to tape a 
"Well, there was a little delay," I 
said. 
"Yeah," Joe said. "I heard you got 
tied up." 
And the Georgia Senate passed a 
resolution which asked in the nicest 
kind of way for my release. That didn't 
reliev^the skepticism of people who 
have grown accustomed to looking at 
the Georgia Legislature with a jaun­
diced eye. 
"I'LL TELL YOU, fella, you better 
find out how many senators abstained 
on that resolution," a cynic said. 
; Though I didn't .hear it* somebody 
said that a local radio station made a 
dramatic appeal for the environment. 
The announcer is reported to have said: 
"Help clean up America. Pick up the 
lifter in Reg Murphy's yard." 
Maybe the funniest thing that 
happened was a wire from ainewspaper 
•after I had written an account of the 
ordeai.'"Vrgently request ffldt Murphy 
rewrite his pieces We believe the lead 
is in the 12th paragraph," the wire 
said. 
HAL GULLIVER, the associate 
editor, replied: "In the unhappy event 
that one of your staff is ever kidnaped, 
jfihich we fervently hope never 
happens, suggest he write first-person 
any damn way he pleases." 
Perhaps the most widely known 
crack took place shortly after the ab­
duction ... 
Jim Minter, our managing editor, 
was on the phone. I was calling: from 
the trunk of the Colonel's car, bound 
delegates said the reason for 
to come up' 
with a compromise oq the controversial; 
proposal which has gained support from 
college presidents. 
Convention President Price Daniel Jr. 
said the recess was to give committees ad4 
ditional time to complete committee 
reports for presentation tothe |ull coftven^ 
tion. i •" >,'l if-» ' ,v> -=••• 5 
Public colleges outside the two Systems 
are now supported with revenue from alO-
cent per $100 valuation property tax. 
The income from the tax is less than the 
current $31 million value of the Available 
University Fund. 
CRITICS OF THE assistance fund say it 
will cause a tax increase to keep up with 
increase in value each year. 
The wealth in the Available Fund 
derives from the invested 9680 million of 
the Permanent University Fund. 
.The Legislative Budget Board;-^con­
sisting of 10 prominent members, at 
State Legislature, predicts the Available 
Fund will be worth more than $50 million 
by 1980 and more than $100 million by 1990. 
: The convention could finish work on the 
Education Article Tuesday if it passes the 
assistance fund and a short section dealing 
with the Coordinating Board; Texas 
College and University System. 
The full,session wijfaftegi.fi,at 1:$ p.m.; 
$ 
hand and fobtxuid blindfolded. I said /•'* 
had been kidnaped by the American! ' 
Revolutionary Army. 
"Well," Jim said, not knowing what 
had happened, "It could have been a 
worse group." 
And there were a couple of touches of i -
humor when I got back to the office 
Monday morning. Trying to prove I 
was still alive, I sent word to my 
secretary, Mary Murphy, that I would 
collect coffee putney Monday morning. -
JEAN THWAITE had, put a vase of 
buttercups on my desk. Attached to the 
vase was a dollar biU and a note 
saying: "How did you know I was 
behindf" 
The way I figure it, you could laugh 
or cry right now. I've come close 
enough to crying for a time. 
And if this doesn't strike you'as 
either funny or appropriate, give me a 
day or two. I'll get serious again. 
Vol 
















European Market Gold Prices Record High 
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) — The free price of gold hit a record high ori< 
European markets Monday for the third straight session. Dealers were 
b e t t i n g  i t  s t i l l  b a d  n o t  h i t  t h e  c e i l i n g .  — ~ —  
The closing quotation at Zurich, the world's largest bullion exchange, 
was $169 per ounce, up $7 from the previous high last Friday and a spec­
tacular $39r or 30 percent, above the Feb. 1 price. 
In London, the world's second largest gold market, the^losing price 
was $170, and in Paris the Monday closing was even higher at $173.25. 
The U.S. dollar, which often went down in the past when gold went up, 
also steadied noticeably after a weak closing last weekend. The closing 
Swiss franc price was 3.1190, six centimes or 2 percent higher than Friday 
Arntrak Announces St. Louis-Laredo Schedules, Fares 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Arntrak, the nation's rail passenger service, 
Monday announced schedules and fares for its new St. Louis to Laredo 
service. " " ^ ; 
The service is to begin with a southbound run March 13 and a 
northbound run March 15. Arntrak plans to operate the round trips per 
week between the two cities. 
m 
The train-will combine the existing Fort Worth-Laredo service with a 
new St. Louis-Fort Worth service. It also will bring Amtrak service to Lit­
tle Rock, Ark., and Dallas for the first time. 
.• Fares between St. Louis and DallasrFort Worth will run $30.50 for coach 
and $55.25 for first class with roomette. Fares between Dallas-Fort Worth 
and Laredo will run $20 for coach and $30.50 for first class with a seat in a 
roomette. 
-The southbound train will depart St. Louis at 3:15 p.m. on Sundays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays It will arrive in Little Rock at 10:15 p.m., in 
TeJtarkana, Tex., at 2:30 a.m. and in Dallas at 7:40 a.m. The southbound 
train will be in Temple at 11:38 a.m., arriving in Austin at 2:10 p.m. in San 
Antonio at 4:15 p.m. and in Laredo at 8:05 p.m. • 
Northbound trains wilLdepart Laredo at 9:25 a.m. and arrive in San 
tonio at 1:25 p.m., at Austin at 3:2u p.m., and in Dallas at 10 p.m. -
They will be at Texarkana, at 3:15 a.m. of the next day, arrive in Little 
Rock at 6:45 a.m. and end their run in St. Louis at 2:30 p.m. 
Trading on Stock Market Light 
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market turned in the kind of patternle 
day that defies the over-all indexes Monday .with individual stocks going 
their own different ways in light trading. 
The Jones ayerage of 30 industrials was off 4.61 to 851.38, but 
gainers outnumbered losers 781to 647 on the New York Stock Exchange. 
Thp NYSE!s composite index of 1,500 common stocks Was off .13 at 
50.87, and the American Stock Exchange's market value index rose 104 to 
96.14. 
Miners Strike Over Gasoline Shortage 
..^WHEELING, W. Va. <AP) — Thousands oi coal mmers protesting the 
tack of enough gasoline to get to work went on strike Monday jn West 
Virginia as the nationwide end-of-the month fuel squeeze began to tighten 
the supply for gas-hungiy motorists. , -: . 
Ridiard Carter, president of the United Mine Workers district in the 
area, said the stay-at-horte movement idled 4,000 miners. But Steven G. 
Young, president of the West Virginia Coal Association, placed the figure 
^t about 9,000 , 
%io£ 
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Hearst Food 
To Be 
HILLSBOROUGH, Calif. (AP) — Trucks bearing tons of free food streamed to 
distribution centers Monday as Randolph A. Hearst awaited word on whether a $6 
—million giveaway will win freedom for his kidnaped daughter. 
"There is nothing for us to do. It is frustrating, just waiting," said.family 
spokesman Jay Bosv^irth, brother-in-law of Patricia Hearst who was dragged 
screaming from hei^Berkeley apartment three weeks ago. ~~ 
Leaders of People in Need (PIN) said they were reorganizing the free food dis­
tribution system because of confusion, crowding and violence which marred the 
first distribution Friday at four centers.' \ 
"The response has been super," said PIN s acting urecior, Peggy Maze. "Peo­
ple from all'over the country have been sending bread, milk, frozen food, money 
and love." y ; • ———- -"-77^""". 
-4IH T«l»photo 
A. Ludlow Kramer (r), administrator of the Hearst kidnap "People in 
No»d" fooa program, and Arnold Townsend (I), chairman of the Western 
Addition Project Area Committee, diwuss reorganization of the program. 
It was the fifth day since the Symbionese Liberation Army, which claims to 
have kidnaped Miss Hearst, demanded that her father pump another $4 million 
into the $2 million food giveaway. 
Hearst said the latest demand was beyond his personal means, but the Hearst 
Corp. offered to provide the additional money if the 20-year-old University of 
California coed is released unharmed. ' - ' 
Charles Bates, special agent in charge of the FBI's San Francisco office, said 
the counteroffer made Friday "throws the ball back" to the kidnapers. But he said 
no new word had been received from the SLA. "There is nothing new at all, no 
communication," he said. 
"A great many mistakes were made" in Friday's initial giveaway, said A. 
Ludlow Kramer, Washington secretary of state who organized PIN at Hearst's 
--request — :—'— - •• 
Despite the problems, 14,000 people received free food, Kramer said. He added 
he hopes the Hearst money plus donations will lead to a program that will feed 
100,000 needy Californians indefinitely. 
Texas Labor Officials 
DOOUN the oil companies, and their profits would 
Texas AFL-CIO officials Monday asked keep going up if they were allowed to keep 
u>ngress to blocjc the new 2-cent gasoline raising their prices, Hubbard said, 
increase ^proposed by Federal Energy He said prices have been rising steadily 
IliamSimon and scheduled-to take forthe last few months and this would not 
By The Associated Press " " 
The state attorney general held Monday 
that county clerks are not only authorized, 
but are required, to charge "reasonable 
fees" for filing reports under the neiw 
Campaign Reporting and Disclosure Act. 
Harris County requested the 
The county clerk and to make financial 
statements to the county clerk. But the act 
did not make any provision for a fee for • 
the filings. 
Atty. Gen. John Hill said texas' civil 
statutes require county clerics to collect 
effect Friday. 
Harry Hubbard, Texas AFL-CIO presi­
dent, and Sherman Fricks, AFL-CIO 
secretary-treasurer, sent Texas con­
gressmen a letter urging them to take 
emergency action to work against the inr 
crease.. 
"Supposedly.-this is Nixon's idea of how 
..to control inflation and help the fuelahor^ 
tage, but it's only helping the spiral of in­
flation and keeping those who can least af-
fo rd  i t "  *  •  
be the end. 
"In the fourth quarter of 1973,"Hubbard 
said, "Exxon reported a 70 percent in­
crease over its 1972 fourth quarter, and 
Texaco reported a 68 percent increase. 
Another company, the Amerada Hess-
,Corp., reported a 57iB percent increase.'-
Hubbard said if the prices haws to be 
saying the 1973 act called fop all political 
candidates and committees ,to file 
designation of Campaign ftianajgers with 
persons, firms, corporations, legal en­
tities, governmental agencies and 
governmental representatives." 
rai8e<|, they should be raised at the 
refineries and the loss absorbed by the oil 
goto work the same as bankers," Hubbard 
said. 
The 2-cent increase would go directly to 
Farah Settlement Response 
None of the profits generated by the 
proposed price increase would go to the 
service station owner, Hubbard said. 
^WASHINGTON (UPI)"— sen. John G. ed after the flm agreed to union nepfesen-
Tower, R-Tex., said Monday he will in- tation of its 10,500 employes by the 
troducf legislalion ^pjproliiMt a labor un- Amalgamated Clothing Workers of 
ion (revfi dfiaying a union representation America (AWCA). 
election throughT"dilatory filings" with :: 
ilational Labor Relations Board C Tower said his bill would stop "frivolous 
( « B)- , . and trivial filings" with the NLRB to post-
Tower revealed his plans at a news con- pone an election to a time more favorable 
ference where he was asked for comment 
on the announced settlement of an 18-
month strike against Farah Manufac-
0 
Sun Power 
Paul Davit, an English professor at the Universifv 
union* He wi<r:l* believed the how a solar heating systom works on his noiahtXr's houso Ikn^t'stmlh ?n 
AWCA case, which was taken to the .* front ofa solar water heater that works ir * " ' - *tan®* 
^LRB^rnay have beep -frivolous and -of 53^qHon drums. Water in the drums w nearea m »n 
,r,v,a' «'» hw a flnphc*. 
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